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COMMUNITY EDUCATION — Villa 
Claire is one of the two principal 

buildings of Haus Schwalbach, the M I L I TA R Y G oO Vv E R N M E N T 
center of community education and 

training near Wiebaden, Hesse. This 

center was sponsored by the Hessian 

Ministry of Education and the OMG 

Education and Cultural Relations 

Division for the development of 

trained democratic leadership. An 

article describing this project begins 

on page 9. (photo by PIO OMGH) B | ! T I N 
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Federal Election Tabulatio 
. (Provisional compilation announced by Civil Administration Division, OMGUS) 

/ Eligible Voters 31,179,422 

' Votes Cast 24,490,752 . 

Valid Votes 23,724,109 | : 

| Electoral Participation 78.5% 

Distribution of Votes stag Seats by Parties and Bundestag S by P 
| | by Direct by Proportional Total 

Total Pct. Election Representation Seais 

Christian Democrats/Socialists (CDU/CSU} 7,357,579 31.0 115 24 139 | 

Social Democrats (SPD) 6,932,272 29.2 96 35 131 
Free Democrats (FDP) | 2,827 882 11.9. 12 40 52 

Communists (KPD) 1,360,443 5.7 0 15 15, 
Independents 1,140,257 4.8 3 0 3 

Bavaria Party (BP) oe | 986,606 4.2 il 6 17 
German Party (DP) | - 940,088 4.0 5 12 17 
Center Party (ZP) 727 343 Bul oO 10 10 
Economic Reconstructive (WAV) | 681,981 2.9 0 12 12 
German Right Party (DRP) 428,949 | 1.8 * 0 5 5 
Radical Socialist Freedom 217,257 0.9 0 0 0 
Other parties | 123,452 0.5 © 0 1* 1* 

Totals | 23,724,109 100.0 242 160 402 

* One delegate of South Schleswig Party (SSV) from Schleswig-Holstein | 

‘ @ e e , 

Distribution of Bundestag Seats by States 
CDU SPD FDP DP BP KPD WAV ZP DKP SSV_ Ind _ Total 

CSU (DVP) DRP | 

Baden 7 3 2 — — — oo = — —., — — 12 

Bavaria 24 18 7 — 17 — 12 — — — — 78 

Bremen 1 3 — io _— _ _ _ _ _ 5 

Hamburg 3 6 2 i — 1 —_ — — — — 13 

Hesse 9 139 #12 - — 20 — = >= = — ~~ 36 
Lower Saxony 12 24 fs) 12 — —- — — 5 = — 56 

North Rhine-Westphalia 43 37 10 — — 9 — 10 — oe — 109 

Rhineland-Palatinate 13 7 4 — = Poo ee 
Schleswig-Holstein 8 8 2 3 — — — — —_— 1 1 23 

Wuerttemberg Baden 12 10 7 — — 20 = — — — 2 33 
Wuerttemberg Hohenzollern 7 2 1 — — —- = — — — — 10 
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Federal Election Results 
6 

— — Victory for Free-Economy Forces 

Te ELECTION to the first Bundes- Article Council), the Center Party and 
tag (lower house of parliament) by John Elliott probably even the German Party. 

of the Federal Republic of Germany ; ly ivities B i Except for a few deviations, the 
on Aug. 14 resulted in a clear-cut . Chief, Political Activities Tone election of Aug. 14 followed the pat- victory for the parties of the right. Civil Administration Division, OMGUS tern established by the state legis- 

In the first free election to a Ger- lative elections of 1946-47, Both the 
man parliament since early 1933, the As a result of the vindication of _CDU/CSU and the SPD lost ground, 
Christian Democratic Union-Christian the Erhard policies at the polls, it is but they maintained their relative 
Social Union block, championing the to be expected that the conservative positions with the former dropping 
policy of free economy, obtained the elements will rule western Germany from 37.6 percent to 31 percent of the 
plurality, It polled 7,357,579 votes and __the next few years, Not only will the poll and the SPD falling from 35 per- 
led the Socialists, advocates of a policy of a free economy presumably cent to 29.2 percent. 
planned economy, by 425,307 votes. be maintained, but the socialization The SPD, which suffered its most 

The largest gain in the election, of the heavy industry of the Ruhr, severe losses in Schleswig-Holstein, 
however, was made by the Free which has been much discussed since Lower Saxony and Hesse, attributed 
Democrats, the party of economic the war, apparently will be laid away part of its decline to the fact that the 
liberalism. FDP's poll went up from for several years to come. British Labor Government is standing 
9.5 percent of the total vote in the i adamant on the question of dismant- 
state legislative elections of 1946/7 to A ote coe Me vos ling of German factories. Dr. Kurt 
11.5 percent in the Bundestag election. Wee a ee ce : t 1 Schumacher, the SPD leader, was 

Big gains were also registered by Percent. It will be noted that only caustic in his comments on the atti- 
the right-wing German Party and the 62,942 of the 24,387,051 votes cast tuge of the British Socialists on this 
German Right Party, which are sternly Were invalid. This figure of electoral issue, but the German voters evidently 
opposed to state interference in Participation is itself an eloquent j41q nis party responsible for the fai- 

business. testimony to the interest that the jure to make the Labor Government 
German citizens have in their newly- relent. 

i gene RESULTS indicate that the regained democratic institutions. The : 
majority of the voters of western campaign of certain circles to persu- Pee a stronger factor for the 

Germany, satisfied with the encourag- _ ade the voters to keep away from the relative failure of the SPD was the 
ing economic recovery of the past polls or to cast invalid ballots was attitude of the women voters, This 
year, endorse the policy of a free  signally unsuccessful. inference is drawn from the poll in 
economy carried out by Prof. Lud- The election was also a decisive Cologne where a separate count was 
wig Erhard, director of economics in victory supporting the Bonn Basic made of men’s and women's votes. 
the Bizonal Economic Administration. Law, The SPD, the CDU and the FDP, This showed that the two major par- 

The CDU/CSU, on whose ticket Er- all of which supported the new charter _ ties were approximately equal on the 
hard ran for the Bundestag, received of German democracy, led the field. basis of the men’s vote and in one 
the plurality, and the FDP, his warm Also, support of the Basic Law, now district in the city the SPD candidate 
Supporters, came in a good third, but that it is in effect, can be expected would have won, if the men alone 
the Social Democrats, who spear- from some of the parties that had had voted. 
headed the opposition to his policies opposed the constitutional draft on SPD supporters claim that the heavy 
in the election campaign as they did the night of May 8 when it was finally women's vote for the CDU was due 
in the Economic Council in Frank- adopted at Bonn, such as the CSU to the intervention of the Catholic 
furt during 1948 and 1949, polled less (although two of its eight delegates Church on behalf of that party. This 
than one-third of the entire vote. voted for it in the Parliamentary (Continued on next page) 

Most voters were able to go to the polling places to cast their votes (left) on Aug. 14, but in some cases the election 
Officials in Wiesbaden went to the hospitals (right) to permit the bed-ridden to vote. (Photos by PIO OMGH) 
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claim was posed on statements that ties of the Right is bound to cause a Euler, the leader of the party in Hesse, 
in many parishes in North Rhine- certain amount of uneasiness to those concluded an election deal with the 
Westphalia, for example, the Catholic who recall how the Nazi Party devel- ultra-conservative National Demo- 
Church formed so-called “emergency oped from a cell of seven men to a_ cratic Party. Its leader, Dr. Heinrich 
associations for freedom ofconscience giant mass movement numbering mil- Leuchtgens, had attempted to obtain a 
and human rights” which urged pari- _lions of followers. | license for his party from US Military 
shoners to vote either for the CDU Thus the nationalist German Party Government and, when he failed to do _ 
or the Center Party. | | polled 940,088 votes andelected17 dep. $0, he made an election fusion between 

But while the loss of the SPD was _ uties to the Bundestag in the British is party and the FDP. 
_ relative, the defeat of the Communists Zone. Standing even further to the P Rees even more disturbing than 

was complete and absolute. Although - right, the German Right Party, also the electoral gains of the Rightst 
the total Bundestag vote was 6,000,000 operating in the British Zone, obtained parties was the tenor of the speeches 
higher than in the legislative elections, 429,949 votes and obtained five man- delivered by some of their leaders. In 
the Communists were the only party dates in the Parliament. an address at a German Party meeting _ 
whose vote decreased. The KPD poll Even more spectacular was the suc- in Oldenburg on Aug. 11, Ernst Remer, 
dropped from 9.5 percent in 1946-47 cess of Alfred Loritz in Bavaria. In former German major general who as 
to 5.7 percent and the party sent only that state the Economic Reconstruc- a major put down the anti-Hitler up- 
15 deputies to the Bundestag. tion Party polled 681,981 votes or rising in Berlin on July 20, 1944, de- 

In consequence of this electoral de- 14.4percent of the total compared with clared, “I do not conceal the fact that 
bacle, the KPD on the basis of seats the 7.4 percent it won in the legis- we are making an appeal especially 
obtained has ceased for the time lative election of Dec. 1, 1946. In get- to the former Nazis. We want them; 
being to be one of the “Big Four’ ting 12 of his followers elected to the we need them, and we know that they 
political organizations of Western were not always such bad fellows.” In 
Germany and has been relegated to a talk punctuated frequently by 
a standing similar to that of a splinter _ Mr. Elliott wrote this article for the enthusiastic applause, Remer promised 
party. Thus in the Bundestag the Information Bulletin shortly before he his hearers that in two years his party 

KPD will have fewer seats than either Belen the wave he was . ‘torelgn con would take over the reins of govern- — 
the Bavaria Party and the German respondent for the New York Herald ment, 
Party which are little more than Tribune in Berlin, Paris, London and _ The sinister note of this speech was 
regional organizations. | : other European cities. Commissioned a quite overlooked in the | excitement 

F[HE CAUSES for the heavy Com- | Be'sevea'vim mitiny ince tna | $GUSed Dy the so-called “nationalist 
a el , addresses of more eminent politicians, 

munist defeat are not far to seek. the Office of Strategic Services. After such as Dr. Schumacher and Dr. Kon- 
The ill-fated blockade of Berlin by the the war, he returned to Germany for the ° h , CDU. 
Soviet Military Administration, the Herald Tribune until his appointment in rad Adenauer, the leader of the J. 
reign of oppression carried on in the mid-1947 as consultant to the director of Most of the foreign critics of this. 
Soviet: ome and the tales of il the Civil Administration Division. During “nationalism” forget that in an elec- | 

ne, . lil- his tenure with Military Government, he tion campaign heated denunciations 
treatment in Russia brought home by Hae a noe contributor to the informa and diatribes are the order of the day. 

returning prisoners of war all re- on Bulletin on political and inter O | ; national topics. ne has only to recall the violent 
coiled on the head of the KPD. | | speeches commonly heard in an Amer- 

Even more fatal, perhaps, was the - , ican presidential campaign to appre- 
fact that West Germany is now flood- Bundestag, Loritz was undoubtedly Ciate the truth of this observation. 
ed with some 9,000,000 refugees from ; oe | ; 7 i | : : aided by his electoral alliance with Violent language in an election is _ What was Eastern Germany, who have th ful gs the price one has to pay for demo- 
brutally been told by Walter Ulbricht, ("© POWerful refugee organization — “ - ; , known as the Neubuergerbund. cracy. The “peace of the cemetery” is the master-mind of the Soviet-spon- reserved to Nazi and Fascist regimes. sored Socialist Unity Party in the The Free Democratic Party, also 
eastern zone, that they must abandon W0n a_notable success, It increased P ASSING from the admittedly often 
all hope of ever returning to their old __‘its poll to 11.9 percent compared with deplorable tone of the speeches > 
homes because the Oder/Neisse line is 9 percent in the legislative elections delivered during the recent Bundestag 
definitive as the “frontier of peace.” of 1946-47. In sending 52 deputies to campaign to the substance of the 

Even Max Reimann, released from the Bonn Parliament, the Liberals are talks, what does one find? Dr. Schu- © 
prison by ‘the British authorities now one of the “big three’ in the macher, to take the case of the most 

several weeks before the election, Bundestag and for the first time since criticized offender, denounced dis- 
could not retrieve the fortunes of his the early days of the Weimar Republic mantling, the Oder-Neisse line, and 
party by his eloquence. The Commu- 4Fé¢ a force to be reckoned with in the possible political alienation of the 
nist leader himself went down to de- ©€rman politics. : Saar from Germany. oe 
feat in his own electoral district of The victory of the FDP would ordin- However, these demands were voiced 

_  Dortmurid, but managed to get a seat arily be regarded as strengthening the by leaders of all parties (save that the 
_ on his party's share under propor- democratic forces. Unhappily, how- KPD leaders indorsed the Oder/Neisse 

tional representation. | | ever, the party owes its greatest suc- line) and the outcome of the election 
While the democratic forces can cess, which was achieved in Hesse, to certainly cannot be interpreted as are-. 

_ find legitimate cause for rejoicing in its alliance with a reactionary pudiation of them. On this score there ~ 
the big vote cast, the substantial ma- organization. In that state the is‘not much to choose between Schu- 
jority given to the parties supporting FDP, in polling 596,399 votes, macher and Adenauer. If the SPD — 

_ the Bonn constitution, and the rout passed the CDU to become the second leader declared on one occasion that |. 
of the Communists, it cannot be ignor- largest party. But this triumph was the “relations between Germany and - 
ed that the growth of the German par- made possible because August Martin. _ (Continued on page 28) © 
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Fut ERP Aid | 
° 

— — Depends on German Cooperation 

A NEW DEMOCRATIC Germany Statement heavy bureaucracy is an overhead 

is about to come into being, This charge against the German economy. 
new Germany can become A full by Paul G. Hoffman It would be, I think, well advised : 
partner in the community of free Economic Cooperation Administrator assume at this stage only those func- 
nations of western Europe, and I tions which it knows it can do well, 

should expect it to become a direct Immediate and imaginative atten- . . 

earuciiant’ in the Marshall Plan. tion must be given to this problem i ~ ae Beet 

Whether it does so will depend in if Germany is successfully to compete acohane re tinabt tak ti P iis 
very large part upon the Germans’ in world markets. Germany has an a Y - og ee a 
themselves and upon their wise and opportunity to demonstrate what a aioe vember a rede and te a 
constructive handling of their affairs free competitive economy can prod- Bana uietaat e ae mae 

in the coming months. uce for its people, Expressing an in- other Hane hk eile OUT ope 

There is much which Germany can dividual view, I would say that every P' AGB. 

do for ERP and much which ERP can Student of the American scene agrees i ME list briefly the things which 
do for Germany. I should like to at the ee basic in- ERP can do to help Germany: 

mention some of the ways through ustries o! e nite: tates are ‘ 

which Germany can contribute its freely competitive and not cartelized induivtttde Umlag cae Saye Ge 

share to our common goals: has resulted in the production: of able eheouae its ethical Saseistance 
1, Foremost is the need that Ger- more goods at less cost, _ Programs experts in those fields. 

many shall make the best possible 3. Germany must bring its finan i 
use of its agricultural land. In this ial house into order. It must think 2, ERP can and will help you 
field Germany has done well in the in terms of balanced budgets and through direct dollar aid to rebuild 
past, but all of its opportunities have must be conscious of the fact that the basic economic mechanism of the 

not been seized, Germany must give its currency and its financial base country. 
a high priority to agricultural re- must be sound, There is a direct 3. ERP can and will through coun- 
search and farm development. Many relationship between government and _ terpart fund investments—which are 

people are aware that in the United economics, The new German govern- nearly equivalent to the total dollar 
States per-man-hour industrial pro- ment has a clear responsibility to aid which you will receive—make 

duction has about doubled in the past provide those conditions and that available to you badly needed capi- 
25 years, but what is not generally climate which, through wise fiscal tal, the bulk of which must be pro- 
realized is that during this same and monetary policies, help to vided by the savings of the Germans 

period farm productivity per man per achieve the industrial and agricul- themselves. We want to receive 

day has even outstripped this indus- tural goals of ERP. The new German from the Germans a comprehensive 
trial record. government must realize that a (Continued on next page) 

Food is now and will remain the 

heaviest import burden on Germany. 
For every single item of food which ‘4 
you grow here in Germany you will a 

save valuable dollars, All of your > 
citizens can participate in conserving Th 
food imports, Small home vegetable iy : 
gardens instead of flower gardens, if i 
cultivated all over western Germany, : og i e 
can make an enormous difference in on AN ; - 
the number of food items which Ger- a? oe : ea he 
many must import. Germany must vi ¢ Ve ek 
study new farming methods in order : s o eR 
to increase the yield per acre. ~ fl ee 4 “ [ % a 

2. There is every reason to expect ” 4 
that Germany will recapture its ok eee x» _— a pe 
industrial competency. Germans need Se re ce 
to be aware that in many ways Ger- cre ra: 
many is suffering from a 15 year This statement was made by Mr. Hoffman at the opening of a press conference 
industrial isolation from the progress jn Frankfurt, Aug. 22, At the head of the conference table were (above, left 
in methods and efficiency which has {9 right): Mr. John J. McCloy, US High Commissioner for Germany and Military 
been achieved in the West, During Governor; Mr. Hoffman; Mr. W. Averill Harriman, ECA's roving ambassador, 
the last decade there has been aqe- and Mr. Norman H, Collison, chief of the ECA Mission to Western Germany. 
Teale eiyenee in industrial pro- standing behind Mr. Hoffman is Mr. Robert Lockner, American editor-in-chief 
Which Garnanc a an advance of of the Frankfurt edition of Die Neue Zeitung, who acted as interpreter. 

y has not been a part. (US Army photo) 
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program of projects designed best to 
utilize the investment possibilities of © © 
the counterpart fund. ae the earlier | Better Farming Techniques Urged | 

eo ee vend seoner AX fees of modern science fats and livestock products within the 

to German agriculture and unre- next two years. 
N° ONE SHOULD underestimate  mitting effort to get more food and But the present German: target for 

the difficulties which lie ahead feed supplies from European countries 1952/53 would give industrial popu- 
\ of the new German government, Only were recommended in a report by  latiéns only 90 percent of prewar 

through subordination of self-inter- Food, Agriculture and Forestry Group, energy and only two-thirds of prewar 
est and narrow groupings to the  Binartite Control Office, as methods consumption of fats and livestock 
larger loyalty of western Europe can of averting a large bizonal dollar products. It is doubtful if any lower 
these great goals be achieved. deficit after American aid ends estimate of the consuption needs of 
The ead need bes ve na in 1952. industrial populations would be 
emergent Germany is that i olitical, wh realisti 

Busines, labor niet astguiturel\eacers Ta outlining the Problems faced by: pee 
demonstrate a truly European loyalty, occupation authorities and German eae the report foresees 
in order that Germany may take its officials, the report stresses that food a very sharp contraction of future 
place in the community of nations imports for western Germany will German food levels—and particularly 
and contribute most to its own re- COSt more than $1,000,000,000 in the of meat and livestock products—unless 
construction. current fiscal year, Two-thirds of this the German authorities assume much 

One of the elements which gives total, representing more than a third greater responsibility in pursuing too 
me greatest assurance of success in Of all the food eaten in western broad programs, 

attaining these difficult ends is the Germany, is programmed for payment The first would involve the 
presence here of Mr.John J.McCloy, out of US and UK appropriated-dollar strengthening of agricultural schools 
who is not only High Commissioner aidforthe present year.Asthe German and research and the extension of 
but also chief ECA representative in export-import program expands, the modern agricultural science to in- 
Germany, Mr. McCloy and the whole total food and feed imports should dividual farmers, through an agri- 
ECA Mission stand ready to help reach $1,250,000,000 to $1,500,000,000 cultural extension service. This would 
Germany to become a peaceful and a year, equalling half of the entire show the farmer how to profit 
constructive member of the European western German import program. financially from adopting progressive 
economy. + END US dollar aid must be eliminated farming methods, particularly in 

by 1952. fodder intensification and animal 
Exact size of the prospective dollar breeding and feeding. .- 

Frankfurt Streets deficit when Marshall Aid ends is The second recommendation is for ¥ 
difficult to assess, the report says. In intensified efforts to expand pro- 

Complete clearance of all secondary some respects, the outlook has im- curement of cereals, fats and sugar 
streets in Frankfurt and its suburbs proved since the long-term program in trade agreements with non-dollar 
has been predicted by summer's end for the Trizone has developed, Food countries. The report suggests the 
by Mayor Walter Kolb in a report to prices, for instance, may well decline. importance of future US technical 
the Frankfurt senior Military Govern- In addition, there are indications of assistance and support in carrying 
ment officer, Mr. Gerald S. Sola. greater availability of basic foods in out. these two programs, 

About 240,000 cubic yards of rubble Surrounding countries. 

Dave va teudy (been removed by Oe Pp? ON the darker side, total food 
Sear seni, witeuangoe 2yg.coe cubie imports planned from eastern Radio Experimental Work 
eres eomauung meccordiny.4to) Citys naeane by all Marshall Plan partici- | US Zone radio stations have been estimates, Sola stated. Since February, : ducting experimental work in lows 
the city has expended DM 2,315,000 Pants considerably exceed total conducting expt q prospective availability. Furthermore, powered medium wave and small (($694,500) for rubble removal and 3 i 7 wea deiGlition Work: Germany's recent success in the frequency modulation transmissions 

Pisnifurt'sunibble clearing ekoits expert field has been achieved on a a8 Part of a general ‘Program to insure’ | 
; “sellers’ market." As the Marshall broadcasting facilities to German — spurted early this year, after OMG 5 3, é j 

Ht : Plan restores over-all European pro- Stations in the event that radio — esse deputy director, Francis E. : : fi ‘i re reduced in accordance iabniy criticised © Git duction, the terms of trading may be ‘requencies are re! : 
Shea eee 4 less favorable for western Germany. With the recommendations of the authorities for lagging. Copenhagen Conference. é. 

The city's report also warned that The Trizone must provide food for ‘ ; 
the “new safety hazards are constantly one-third more people than were 
emerging,” and that they will ‘call for dependent on the same area under Bank Given Licensing Power 
urgent, special additional measures.’ the old Reich. Furthermore a sub- Complete responsibility for the 
The report described demolition of stantial reduction of prewar food Jicensing in the US Zone of foreign 
dangerous buildings and ruins as ‘a consumption levels has already been newspapers, magazines and other in-- 
great headache atthe presentmoment.” taken into account in estimating the formation media under MG Law No. 53 

In ‘spite of the optimistic prediction future German food import require- has been transferred to the Bank 
of rubble clearance by the end of the ments. Other countries of western Deutscher Laender. Licensees are Te- 
summer, Frankfurt's mayor stated Europe are generally planning to quired to comply in addition, with 

“this kind of work will continue for reach and exceed prewar caloric the licensing regulations of the In- 
some years.” levels and prewar consumption of formation Services Division. 4 
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G ’s Ref ermany Ss erugees 
he ° 

— — Problem of Assimilation 

CFS SINGLE group of more than Article under Polish administration, although 
8,000,000 persons — the refugees by Dr. Julius Isaac the expulsion of German nationals 

(Fliichtlinge), expellees (Vertriebene) Visitine Consultant from this area was not contemplated 
an new citizens (Neubiirger) — se me é es by the Western Powers at the time 
accounts for about one-fifth of the Civil Administration Division, OMGUS of the signing of the agreement. 

total population of western Germany, ¥ eA About 4,200,000 of them had been 
but they have had a relatively small have failed to face the full implica- 1, ought to the Soviet Zone, the rest io 
share in the general prosperity which tions of this development. western Germany. In 1948—1949 ap- 
followed Germany's currency reform. Wiito EVENTS brought these proximately an additional million 

R + * 8,000,000 people to western Ger- Germans had to be admitted to sah ite ey de ak te aay many and what characteristics whave western Germany; they were mainly 
aahis Anes ee living had they in common? The great majority~ refugees from the Soviet Zone of 

been, broadly speaking, much inferior (roughly 7,000,000) were moved to Germany and the countries of Eastern 

K Waris ways to at of theses of western Germany in io46—1947 in Europe, although a _ considerable 

the population, but there can be little implementation of the section of the number were transferred from camps 

doubt that these differences have Potsdam Agreement of Aug. 2, 1945 in Denmark. 

become significantly wider during the Which concerned transfers of popula- EE SHOULD be noted that they are 
past 12 months. tion. This section reads as follows: all of German origin and that their 

P , . The three governments, having transfer was carried out with a view 
ee evelopment, if not halted ae considered the question in all its to settling them permanently within 

time, “may lead to the formation of — gsnects, recognize that the transfer the territory left to Germany after 
two different “nations” fighting each to Germany of German populations, her defeat. They should not be con- 
other in western Germany — the one gy ‘elements thereof, remaining in fused with displaced persons (DP's). 
defending their superior status, the — pojand, Czechoslovakia and Hun- These DP’s are of foreign national- 
other fighting for survival and a gary will have to be undertaken. ity, many of them having been 

fatrer: share ih We opportunities that They agree that any transfers that brough to Germany as slave labor 
defeated Germany has still to offer. take place should be effected in an during the war. They are “under the 

Thus the economic, social and cul- orderly and humane manner. care and maintenance” of the Inter- 

tural integration of the refugees is of Early in 1948 roughly 11,000,000 national Refugee Organization and 

vital importance for western Ger- Germans had been expelled from are being repatriated or resettled 
many's recovery and perhaps even these regions and from the German outside Germany, Roughly 150,000 

her survival. So far, however, the territories east of the Oder and foreigners who cannot be repatriated 
governments of the German states Neisse rivers which had been placed (Continued on next page) 

Refugees poured into Bavaria in such large number Mrs. Murray D. Van Wagoner 

that temporary billets had to be built quickly to gives refugee child at the 
house them. This scene is of a section of a refugee Allach camp one of the toys 
camp near Munich in 1947. collected by OMGB, 

(ISD photo from ‘Welt im Film‘) (Photo by PIO OMGB) 
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or resettled are, however, likely to black-coated workers, civil servants “At dhe: tavitedton sch Aailie ake eo , 5 e invitation o! ary Govern- remain in western Germany. - or members of the professions found jnent, ‘Dr, ileanc; whois! associaleaninl 
As pointed out before, there is a jobs in their own calling. the National Institute of Economic and 
common link between the old residents It was easier to get jobs in the Social Research, London, England, has 
and the newcomers: their German lowest paid manual occupations, completed two surveys in the US Zone 

k 4. Tt is true that ‘thosé who ne tha b . of the problem of the assimilation of 
background. ‘S : mainly on the farms, but a consider- the German refugees and expellees in- 
had come from Czechoslovakia, able percentage of all newcomers was to the German structure. Dr. Isaac 
Hungary and Yugoslavia acquired unemployable and depended on relief, underiagk the fest of these tye sure 

the legal status of German nationals which provided a standard of living lig. article outlines: tis impressions of 
only after Hitler invaded their hardly above subsistence level. the problem as if exists today. 
countries, F * eae 

Originally however they had come 1% eng tere fiction at rata 
as immigrants from Germany — in heats Ostility’ “between =the’ 0 their utmost in helping refugees to 
many cases centuries ago — and had aa one a the: newcomers oad start a new career or to make the 

‘ preserved the German language and 70st bound to occur & lew ag Dest use of | their qualifications. 
their cultural background, thus form- oral aide i ie oe a Refugee entrepreneurs: were) /otlay 
ing national minorities in their ine es fancied th 7 th ey exper- able with financial and other help 
countries of residence. But in spite e e or fancie tha ey experienc- from the authorities to reestablish 
of this common background, each < ee in every sphere of their old industries in the new en- 
group has developed characteristics, hes 5 at ee oO ren beet ry wanment in some cases with out- 

traditions, habits and dialects of its a ane ae unwe: Sees “we ous 6 Actin emcee li a own, so that it is not difficult even Particularly so in ose German ttisans were given licenses ani 
. eT ar states which had a long tradition of loans with a view to resuming their for an outsider to distinguish the ~ Oe ;: : am various groups. isolationism such as Bavaria, where a _ trade. A certain percentage of civil 

on a . non-Bavarian German had always servants found openings in the ad- 
ROADLEY SPEAKING, they have been prone to be regarded with ministration and many members of : : : P 9 ; three main characteristics in suspicion and treated as an undesir- the professions were able to resume 

common by virtue of which they can able alien, their activities, although usually 
be regarded as one large single On the other hand, the newcomers Under very primitive conditions, But 
group opposed to the other large were not always very considerate or i” Spite of these numerous ex- 

group, the old citizens. grateful guests. They felt that it was  CePtions the over-all picture is one 
In the first place, they arrived in the duty of their new fellow-country- Of frustration, dissatisfaction and 

western Germany almost penniless. men to share with them on an equal 0Stility on the part of the refugees 
Only very few had been able to take basis the wealth and opportunities "4 of aggressive defense. on the — 
with them any money or belongings still left to Germany, Thus very soon Patt Of the old residents. ‘ 
of value. They had to be housed the two groups became separated by fe THIRD characteristic that the 

where housing was available, that is an ominous abyss. On the one side German refugees have in common 
to say in more. or less dilapidated there was the front of the old resi- is that they do not recognize their ; 
camps or as billetees in the districts dents defending their vested interests, expulsion from their old homes as 
which had suffered relatively little on the other side stood the refugees definite. In a public opinion poll — 
war damage. and expellees, fighting for a share taken in the US Zone in January 

The result was that newcomers and against discrimination. 1949, 85 percent of all refugees ; 5 a were largely concentrated in rural This is, of course, a very simplified questioned stated that “they would 
districts while relatively few were picture of what in reality is a very go back to their homeland if they 
given accommodation in the large complex situation. Cordial relations should be permitted to, sometime in 
towns whete opportunities of employ- between old and new citizens have the future’. They are still closely 
ment are much better. Only relativ- developed in many individual cases, attached to their traditions and are 
ely few of the skilled workers, the Some local authorities have done making great efforts to keep them 

alive in their new surroundings. 4 
aT - This is one object of the numerous 

ee ey — Dr. James M. Eagan refugee organizations which have | 
So rsts—~—“ai—™OCOCC ee (center),chiefofOMGB been formed by the various groups. Oe : i i a 
i ee ee | Religious Affairs Another is mutual aid among mem- _ 

ee ee Branch, and Dr. Jo- bers. There is, however, a strong _.  #. — Om, hannes Neuhaeusler, tendency in these organizations to wa 
+. «  & Z a auxiliary bishop of Shift the emphasis from mutual aid 

4 8 . Le Munich, distribute at and cultural activities to party 

Ae RB ite Dachau refugee Politics. The occupying powers have 7 Fo ee (| 9 e  = camp 200 blankets ‘%° far refused to license refugee 
Ome i 4 i 

06 0Cll( (ie ia Mee donated by OMGE ees ot ottnay entices tote aretil 
- 3 oe 8 Bd (Director Murray oe eee eae a ectig sts ee 

: oo. os od Van Wagoner to Car- “mitted and were in many cases — 
Sy iw  j dinal Michael Faul- V°tY successful, mainly because the 

~~ oS" existing parties had failed to take an Ce La. haber, <afehblshop of (Continued on page 26) L 3 O° 2g Munich, on the latter's Tieeesndaces HENLE eect a . —— i i foe) Rekkues: Henmcrat ny ‘i- oe i birthday, for redistri-  punetin, tssue No. 157, March 22, 1949. ae 
ee iS — : bution among refugees. iy 
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° ete 
- —— Home for Community and Youth Training 

AUS SCHWALBACH was born Article a capacity of 50 students each. The 
H out of the need for competent by Dr. Howard W. Oxley little eae fhe ees 
eadership in Germany. Both Ameri- Chi sty Ed on Braneh assembly ha s for persons each. 
cans and Germans agree that pro- ich, Community HCA TOn PERS! The property includes two large guest 
fessionally-trained, dynamic and effic- Education & Cultural Relations Division houses, two greenhouses, a modern 
ient democratic leadership must be OMG Hesse laundry, and a coach house which 
found if the German people are to be z :. has been converted into shops for arts 
turned from the negative principles Se and crafts. The estate comprises 
of national socialism toward the pos- tage of trained directors, teachers and 175 acres of forest and farm land. 
itive ideals of a freer life. lecturers. If the current adult popu- IX ADDITION to a board of direc- 

Located on one of the peaks of the _Jation of Hesse—numbering approxi- tors of 19 persons representing Taunus mountain range, Haus Schwal- mately 2,000,000—is to become ac- youth (7), womens organizations (4), 
bach is Hesse's answer to the prob- quainted with a freer, more tolerant adult education (4), theater of youth 
lem of her thousands of leaderless way of life, at least 100,000 trained (2), and the general public (2), Haus 
people. A brief survey of present-day leaders will be needed to accomplish  schwalbach has a staff of 30 persons 
conditions makes clear the value of _ that objective, half of whom are professional and 
the training center. In Hesse today HE GERMAN penchant for seek- half maintenance. The professional 
there are more than 4,000 youth or- T ing a solution for his problems staff consists of a director, business ganizations with approximately 400,000 through external and remote escapes manager, home leader, librarian, per- 
members, or approximately 100 mem- —yather than within himself, his family, manent and temporary instructors; 
bers per organization: his church, his school, his community while the maintenance staff includes 

In addition to the usual officers and and his local environment must be cooks, waitresses, maids, fireman and committee members of each of these changed. He must be taught that the gardener. local organizations, the youth groups richest treasures lie within himself 
are in need of leaders for special inter- and his immediate environment. But, Haus Schwalbach is more than 
est activities such as arts and crafts, A good director, professionally @ leadership training school with 
dramatics and music, sports, nature trained, can help him discover innate, buildings and grounds and staff. It is 
study, photography, hiking, camping hidden’ talents within himself which, first of all a home, a community sym- and discussion groups, But competent i cultivated and given freedom of - bolic of the democratic way of life 
democratic guidance is practically expression, not only encourage per- which it professes to teach, The stu- 
non-existent due to 13 years of dic-  conay growth and satisfaction but also dent, therefore, learns both from the 
tatorship. have an important impact upon all of (Continued on next page) 
C IS ESTIMATED that each group _ his fellows, Twenty 

of 20 youth should have at least persons thus guid- ° 3 
one trained leader if its program is ed toward positive es 
to prosper, Therefore, there should be thinking and-action oo es 
20,000 trained leaders, but asamatter can change the . 3 ies 
of fact there are less than a thousand whole outlook and ae nat s at the present time, social conscious- Py * ae? = In addition, there are more than ness of a com-  . er 4 oe 
800,000 unorganized youth in Hesse munity. a | i 4 A 
today, unorganized largely because a Q co fe good leaders are not available. Ju- Haus Schwalbach, ‘ OBL venile delinquency and other social therefore, has been 7 oe 
problems stem largely from these un- created to produce fo Ce organized boys and girls, It is just such leaders. ogee is estimated that an additional 40,000 It is two miles from le 
trained leaders will be needed if and the famous spa, ee a when these unorganized youth are Bad Schwalbach, os. ll 
provided with social, recreationaland nq within easy - x 
vocational opportunities now being reach of all parts | A AS ; 5 

planned, ‘ : 5 of Hesse. Formerly ae we 
Adult groups, likewise, are in great ki ai the thin SS Sa need of trained guidance. In the area mown a6 a... 

of women's affairs alone there is need gust: Busch estate : 
for at least 20,000 professionally-train- °f Villa Lilly,Haus pr, James R. Newman, director of OMG Hesse (left) 
ed leaders. This is the greatest ob- Schwalbach con- presents the key to Haus Schwalbach to Dr. Erwin Stein, 
Stacle to further growth and expan-. sists of the two Hessian minister of education, at ceremony dedicating 
sion of work among women. The large villas with the community education center. (Photo by PIO OMGH) 
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environment of HausSchwalbach and seeks to establish in the lives of in- leadership training programs; assist 
also its teachings. Rising at 7 a.m. dividuals, groups and the community. in community surveys, community , 
the student has 10 hours daily of Leadership training inHausSchwal- Planning and community organization; 
scheduled classes, discussions and pach is based not only on an analysis assist in organizing community coun- — 

recreation, of the leader's problem of various ils and organizations; promote re- 
The heart of the curriculum is based types of groups; it follows through search in all phases of community 

on group work inthe community, The by providing practical experience life; and develop and publish news 
curriculum grows out of an analysis under expert supervision by members Stories, magazine articles, pamphlets, — 
of the leader's job in the various of its staff in local communities. Ob- radio scripts, visual aids and other 

types of groups in the community, servation of the interneeto determine Materials designed to enlist the sup- 
Each hourly lesson is based on a_ his strengths and weaknesses is pro- Port of the general public in the 
specific problem. Some of them in- vided; corrections are made on the accomplishment of its mission. 
clude: how the leader may know his spot and interness may be returned Besides serving the youth andadult — 
group; how the individual and group _for subsequent training. groups, the doors of Haus Schwal- 
think; parliamentary procedure; how Thus the hierarchy of training in bach are also open to all groups 
to organize a group; how to draft a Haus Schwalbach begins with the in- interested in community education 
constitution and by-laws; howtolead dividual, advances to the group, and and the improvement of community 

a discussion; how to analyze interests ends with the community, state and life, such as officials of community, 
and needs; how to develop a program world. The  professionally-trained coxnty, and state governments; Z 

teachers; ministers; and cultural, trade 5 
1 ee Oe ee ae pees union, industrial and various other 

oO ee PC RR cos. } 
Ver | ar ee a Pe _ A few German leaders in whose 
oo) 4 . me _ @ i eee =hearts the democratic spirit i | ae _ . ff.  -F . — pint wean 

y Nt ot _ A a if. =~ _~=snever completely crushed by the , ~ 
a , 4 ‘od be i s oO WY a4 i | + Nazis, and who are aware of the 
au ; > es — | tremendous task of reorienting the 
Pa — 7 Lee ge a 4) ~—s German people, have joined efforts 

a » oe. fee } OC so. 6 Nk Py with American leaders in this enter- 
> . 2 Ae ee : eS Seb | prise of selecting and _ training 

‘4 tt ee ay a3) leaders. Haus Schwalbach, less than 
4 % Ro ae ee Gries. © |= one ‘year of age, has already grown 

\. Ete. ae 4 @ Bs emer ‘w,, into a mature institution. Weeks 
\ ie . ‘ - = oe te pein, pe . before it was dedicated to the work — 

. Mee etree Se outlined for it special groups as- — 
ran - : f : .f re pi " sembled for conferences having as 

: . Ys i.e ao] "Ge <@ their objective planning practical — 
_ s&s ‘a | hf wun CC programs of action for the, months — 

ZN faa 2 ._ ~~. immediately ahead. 

ns Meee Coy SELECTION committees, 
Mrs Yvonne Pagnies (right), member of the wartime French underground, composed of three members Tes 

relates her experiences in a Nazi concentration camp to German women at, presenting youth, Coe and adult : 
a meeting in Haus Schwalbach in July, (Photo by PIO OMGH) education organizations, are in the ~ 

process of being formed to help — 
: choose the right kind of leaders and — 

to satisfy interests and needs; or how _ leader must not only know the indi- potential leaders to be sent to the 
to explore the resources of the com- vidual and the group; he must also school, When they complete their 
munity and make these available to know how these individuals and training the committees will make 
the group. groups can work together harmo- sure that the best possible use of 4 

THIER: THE: baste ‘curridulum con: uate in ve Soe! for. the their knowledge is made. These com- 
W sists of subjects designed to de- ote est good for the greatestnumber. mittees also will detstming whit a velop the profession of leadership ce LEADER, therefore, must learn Students are to receive scholarships. 

techniques, discussion methods, group the techniques of community sur- Although the tuition fee is only 
psychology, group work and commu- veys, community planning and com- three marks per day for a course of 
nity organization, special subjects’ munity organization. Such knowledge less than a week, and 2!/2 marks for 
planned to provide program content Can prevent costly duplication of courses a week or longer, many 
are also offered such as arts and  €ffort and intergroup irritation. Acom- worthy potential students cannot 

crafts, dramatics and music, civicedu- unity progresses in direct proportion afford the transportation and other 
cation, camping, recreation andsports to the degree of cooperation, coordi- costs at the present time, Local 
activities. The leader must not only nation and integration which exists. public and private organizations will 
know the techniques of leadership; In addition to providing resident be encouraged to establish scholar- 

he must have a rich repertoire of ac- training, Haus Schwalbach plans to ships and suggest candidates for 

tivities in which he can lead and conduct a comprehensive extension leadership training. They also will 
excel, In addition, he must be per- program throughout Hesse. The staff be encouraged to utilize the services 

sonable, versatile, resourceful and will assist local communities, coun- of those who complete their in- 
exemplify the way of life which he ties and districts .with their local _ struction. (Continued on page 27) 4 
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Democratic Development —s_—© 
. e e @ 

— — How MG Aids Progress in Bavaria 

| Poon been felt by many Amer- by John P. Bradford were elected. Thus the new local 
icans and by many of the citizens . we election system was a definite ad- 

of the Western Allies that Military Chief, Governmental & Politi cal Branch vance because it put into effect for 

Government has too soon turned Civil Administration D WwrsTOn, the first time last year a system 
over authority and responsibility to _ . OMG Bavaria which allowed each citizen to vote 
the German people. An American . for local councillors by name, instead 

writer has said that Germany should this already. When once the German of simply putting a cross against a 
not have any sort of a democratic people have succeeded in ridding certain party under the former blind 
government for at least 10 years after themselves of the habit of accepting list system, In general, the state 
the war; that meanwhile it should be the authoritarianism in government government and the Landtag freely 

run entirely under occupation control under which they have lived for @ accepted most of MG's recommen- 
and that there should be no attempt hundred years there is no reason, if dations in this regard. 
to establish the form of democratic they wish it, why they cannot live , 
government until the people have under a government that exalts their Biereiccine the impersonal method 

_ for at least that time been educated individual dignity instead of demean- of selecting delegates to the Land- 
and imbued with the spirit and the ing them as vassals to a chief tag as outlined in the draft of the — 
responsibilities necessary for a suc- authority. | election law, Military Government felt 
cessful democratic government. | OWEVER, even under the gov- there could ‘be no sense of Tesponsi- 

. H ' . bility by the people for the individual 
How cogent that argument is we ernmental structure established deleaates who lected th 

shall never know, for already four today there exist hangovers from the L gates 4 rool erecte to ne 
years after the war a very great part past that impede the individual in andtag and no feeling of _ Fesponsi- 
of governmental responsibility has the free expression of his will and bility of those delegates to the people 
been turned back to the Germans. in the living of his full life. It is they were supposed to represent. The 
Military Government has followed a almost entirely to correct such situ- democratic form of government is un- 
clear policy with great purpose in ations that Military Government has Workable unless this sense of respon- 
spite of continual discouragements. interfered, but then only after the sibility which works both ways is 
It has fostered the setting up of a  Landtag (state legislature), the state kept alive, and the connection 
democratic governmental structure government, local governments and between the delegate to the Landtag 

and is now encouraging the people the political parties have had every 4nd the people he represents is close 
to give this structure life by realizing opportunity and encouragement to and strong. Therefore Military Govern- 
first of all their rights as individuals correct these abuses themselves. ment suggested to the Landtag a 
and secondly, and not less important, Military Government would . defi- system whereby each constituency 
their responsibilities as citizens in a nitely prefer that such essential re- Would be represented by a delegate 
democracy. For if a democratic gov- forms be taken up and carried through Chosen by and responsible only to 
ernment is achieved in fact as well by the people’s governments and that constituency. What the Landtag 
as form, it will be as a result of the legislatures. But where they have as finally adopted is a compromise 
efforts of the people themselves. halted we have gone on, and this, it Which, however, does establish this 

as | | must be frankly admitted, has on Principle for the first time in Ba- 
[* THE earlier days of the occu- occasion placed the government, Varia. But this would not have been 

pation Miltary Government took governmental officials, Landtag dele- achieved if Military Government had 
ahuees of denrncrtic oung rse gates and party leaders in opposition not ane by advice and re- 

cropped up continuowsl er Now out to Military Government because they commendation, a 
efforts have turned tore to encourage for their own reasons wish these MSs PROPOSALS in this instance, 
the German people themselves a certain conditions to remain unchang- even if they were not all 

correct these bases by the man ed, Yet certain conditions must be adopted, do illustrate its faith in the 
means available to theta ua der a dome. changed if democratic government is Bavarian people and this belief is 

cratic 01 zat f | to grow in Bavaria. stronger than that felt by some of the 
c organization of government. ILITARY Government believes Bavarian representatives themselves. 

Military Government still finds it M that ° - Landtag delegates in committee 
as ae . at if a democratic government a 

necessary to intervene onoccasions, jj. to have an y meaning to the people meetings have been heard to say that 
but it steps in only when it finds that lect b er- the Bavarian people do not know al- 

the rights of the Ger: individual they must be allowed to elect by P ways what is best for them and that ghts e man individua y 
: . sae, sonality those individuals who are to | aos ae, 

are being restricted. Military Govern- 4 State therefore it is the responsibility of 
. . : . e the officials in government, and to . 

ment has faith primarily in the Ger- hold these officials individually re- the parties to protect the people and 

man people. It does believe that the sponsible for the office to which they act for them. It was argued that if 
German people are capable of living P | st . 1 the people are to vote for individuals _ 
under, prospering under, and accept- themselves instead of only party 

ing the responsibility of democratic This article is the abridged text of a ideology, they are liable to choose 
government. German-born Americans | speech made by Mr. John P. Bradford at bad men to represent them. - 
and their descendants have proved the America House; Wuerzburg. . (Continued on next page) 
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But while Military Government be- this important point is realized by comment in the Bavarian newspapers, lieves that the Bavarian people have the Landtag which is the supreme and appears to ‘be of little interest an innate common sense which will authority of the state. to the average Bavarian citizén. Soo beloves Nata Highereentnal lilt Goverment’ concer with Tt not enough to. decentrali level is also an essential requirement the civil Service system at the bizonal ocal government, It is not enous? An American has said: “An educated level and in. Bavaria is well known. to remove present state competencies fe Sth : q Military Government is not attacking and give them to the bureaucracy at electorate is u e greatest safeguar the civil servants themselves or even the local levels. True local govern- of democracy. That is the reason iy, theory of civil service, but it ment must be democratized as well Military Government insists on school does believe that in the past many as decentralized. It requires a far. reform and in particular on the two years the civil service group has greater sense of responsibility on the laws of free tuition and free text- soi its responsibility not to the part of the local councillors and local books. _ people but to the state. We have a_ legislators. It requires more com- 
The recent pronouncement of Mili- Civil service system inthe UnitedStates, mittee work. It requires that the tary Government concerning Ge- and so of course has England. The of- local councillors actively carry out werbetreiheit (freedom of trade) was ficials are called “civilservants"”—ser- their duties as set up in the Ge- _ solely to free the individuals from  yants of the people. Military Govern- meinde and Kreisordnung (community the unwarranted restrictions of engag- ment believes first and foremost that and district legislature) and not pass ing in so many kinds of work that the realization of that concept is over their responsibilities to the have hitherto been denied to them.  gsential to a democratic civil] ser- chief local official and become a toa action wes to pberate ne peopre vice in Bavaria. rubber stamp to his actions. oday an ose oO e future from | ; , the arbitrary restrictions which had POR THERMORE, in Germany this | B" MOST of all it requires a prevented them from taking up the system is now _ unnecessarily greater Interest and activity of kind of work for their livelihood they restricted and discriminatory. The the people themselves, and this _. wanted most and were best fitted opportunity is never given to many means a sacrifice on the part of every — odo men tnd women who would prove neh ssiie of fine and eer effective in government service to | My TARY GOVERNMENT in the become civil servants. The Beamte Concern to the community. It may past two years has suspended (official) system has become a caste even require the voluntary organi- a few of the laws that were passed system with too much importance Zation of community groups com- by the Landtag and a considerable given to rank within it. Because of posed of people who will work number more of the ordinances Pro- the allegiance of this profession to together for local objectives. Better mulgated: by various ministries, AS the state it has unconsciously foster- Cilzens groups, civil liberty groups, 

for on laws, a eary Gov ran ed authoritarian tendencies and stifled COmmunity help groups, groups which ound Meir most common fault was i. democratic spirit. Thus, for what Xpress a need for cooperation of . the improver delegation of legislative + believes is the good ofthe Bavarian Cllizens one with the other, groups authority to the executive part of people and in order to safeguard the which indicate the inter-dependence of | the government, It is a cardinal prin- newly-developed democratic system individuals on one another are essen- ciple of democratic government that itself, Military Government is in- tial to an honest, healthful and. pro- | legislative functions should be jeal- sisting on implementation of the ductive community life. Heretofore 
ously guarded as belonging solely to gamocratic principles in the present COmmunity spirit has been lacking in. 
me hose ne tO ares a mselves. Bavarian Civil Service Code and in Germany. . 7 g S power requiring necessary amendments of These are the goals in which Mili- 
to the executive part of government  inose articles in the code which are tary Government is concerned. amounts to substitution of govern- necessary to protect these democratic Though its interest and even inter- 
by law. If this had been ‘sllowed te CORCEDIS some in public life, the average . 0 nes . some in public life, e average continue, the democratic - govern- poeta Government is concerned po arian citizen may feel differently. mental structure in Bavaria would ®00ut the general disregard of the Many letters have been received in have become an empty form. That Ughts of the individuals in search )005) mic offices and in Munich from the Bavarian Landtag was at first 2nd seizure. This is another hangover “Fans Schmidt” and “Heinrich Schulze” 
careless on this point is understand- ©fthe police state and is incompatible = no declare themselves for these able, for true parliamentary govern- with democracy. The police have <1 principles and ask that Military ment has been unknown to Germany ‘Tequently abused the rights of the Government continue to encourage — 
for a long while. es arene courts tnempelves and defend their rights. Ti ernmen = we is abuse. It will only was , er 
ordinances ot various ° vministries their nights ie people realize what opposed ‘the goverment, the Land. 
because they have assumed powers — tag, the Beamte or the parties as 
that properly belonged to the legis- EF DEMOCRATIC government is to such, but it has championed those 
lature. In America, for instance, this succeed in Bavaria, it must suc- measures which will open the way could never have happened, for the ceed first in the communities. Demo- for the Bavarian citizen to gain a 
Congress is constantly on the watch cracy must have its foundation there. recognition of his rights, a better 
lest its prerogatives be infringed upon For that reason Military Government and broader educational standard, a 
by the president or by the executive is vitally concerned in the forth- fuller participation in government, side of government. The develop- coming local government laws. But andan acceptance of his own respon- 
ment of a democratic state govern- this matter which is of such immediate Gjbilities in a modern democratic _ ment for Bavaria is hindered until local importance has received little _ state. _ +END 
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E in F ing 
— — Small Plots are Too Scattered 

f Rae RURAL landscape of Wuert- by Paul F. Taggart solution to correct this situation, It 
temberg-Baden, with its thou- an i n is of course, to consolidate each g' e Chief, Food, Agriculture & Forestry Branc farm owners holdings into a much sands and thousands of small fields OMG Wuerttemberg-Baden field 

forming a colorful and eye-pleasing smaller number of larger fields, The 

design, is very beautiful to look at. _ ideal plan would be to Cee But the very pattern of these thou- : each farmer's land into one solid sands and thousands of small fields : Piece, 
is, from an economic standpoint, a i HE NECESSITY for this drastic veritable cancer on the face of the j T change or re-arrangement of countryside, i a a ; Wuerttemberg-Baden's agricultural 

The present structure of Wuerttem- 4 i structure has long been recognized 
berg-Baden’s agriculture is important w * a ~\ : and acknowledged by many who have 
and vital to every man, woman and a ym oie given serious thought to the situation. 
child in Wuerttemberg-Baden and is . I should like to emphasize a few of 
whether or not this present structure y a ‘ the reasons why such a consolidation 
is changed in the next very few A a of farm fields is vitally necessary. 
years will have a tremendous: effect ee - errr 1, Right now there are local short- on the’ future welfare of both the (948 | 9 Wy | ~~ ages of manpower in agriculture and rural and the urban population. Ty Son these shortages may get worse instead The wide separation of the tracts | aa 5 *, of better. 
require much time on the part of the = | =A (4 aay A ee 2. Far too much time is now spent farmer, his wife, children and hired i egos. LN <2 <M) in unproductive and unprofitable help in traveling to them. There is, ( vee | Pe ogee farming, therefore, a terrific amount of non- soa OC ae 3, Modern farm machinery and draft 
productive time and energy expended [7% ‘cotShie eo =) 4s power cannot be utilized with the in this traveling process, Because of & 2 ee : present small, scattered, separate the small size of the individual par- ] . field structure. 
cels it is impossible to use me- §& , . 4. Th eneration’ ie leave chanized equipment. This results in H Ni Maplenmeg its hot SM eet much hand labor which could be y ne the ae sybetge/ numbers and es . pi 4 { many will never be content to farm eliminated if the parcels were con- re ay under. present ‘con titions solidated into a size permitting use at P ; mye of machinery. me 5, The ae ie Leal : 

; oor price relations! about whic Tee THE use of machinery Tiny; oe arale land SU ects ae a Ha is pe complain) must of ne- 
the productive capacity of each °nergies of the Wuerttemberg-Baden cessity be “lower production costs.” man hour is increased many-fold. farmer. (De Aaay, Bpete) This is almost impossible to achieve This would result in overcoming the under present conditions. existing labor: shortage, lower pro- 25 to 40, although some have 5 or 6. Ih “the not» too distant future 

duction costs, more profit to the 6 times this number. Minister of Agri- German agriculture will have to be 
farmer, lower food costs to the con- culture Heinrich Stoss has estimated geared to ‘the production and needs 
sumer and probably, through better that the grain crop harvested in of other countries in Western Europe. 
tillage of the soil, greater total food Wuerttemberg-Baden in 1948 was The farmers of most of these countries 
production. grown on 1,000,000 separate fields by are in a position to produce much The farmers of Wuerttemberg-Baden some 200,000 farmers. This is an more economically than is possible put in long, long hours every working average of five~separate grain fields under the land operating pattern in day. Not many persons who live in per farmer. Wuerttemberg-Baden today, thus the cities would be willing to work HEN IT is realized that these putting the | Wuerttemberg-Baden 
such long hours every workday. in- W fields are scattered all around farmer at a competitive disadvantage. paral ee eisai each village, with usually no two 7. The men on the Wuerttemberg- 

are 1D ee “© adjacent to each other, the tremen- Baden farms will eventually show the and children and hired help, in going dous amount of lost time and wasted : : ; 7 Zs strain economically and physically to and from his many, many separate . i bvious. : rf i : Ser unproductive energy is obvio of ineffective and unproductive work, fields, is time wasted and produces Also, equally obvious, is the logical j¢ ;+ : t no benefits for any one. 1 t if it continues eee present, i 
The average size of these small 8. German specialists have estimat- 

Separate fields is from one-eighth to | This article is a digest of the broadcast | @d that when land consolidation has one-half an acre and the average pads. by Me: Taggart Oe eee ei been accomplished, production can 
number of fields per farm owner is By hell Gr ed (Continued on next page) 
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be increased by 20 percent with far 
fewer man hours of work. This will ° ee e e result im the production of approsi- | Bavaria to Form Civil Liberties Leagues | 
mately 50,000 more tons of wheat, oo, 

28,000 tons more of barley, 8,600 tons The foundations are being laid in free,’ the world will continue to be 
more of rye, 65,000 tons more of Munich and other parts of Bavaria for under a threat.” : 
sugar beets, 220,000 tons more of the formation of Civil Liberties leagues In defending civil liberties “it is 

potatoes citizens, according to Mr. Albert of wislawons and fight them case by | ' . of violations and fi em case 
AtoNs WITH this increase in the ©. Schweizer, director of the Civil case," he said. He. added, however, | 

4 crop Pre will come a good Administration Division, OMG Ba- _ that it is not always easy to recognize 
and muc esired increase in live- . and prove violations. . 

stock and milk. In fact, the time A small group in Munich is enlist- “The normal citizens may have to 
should come, when many farmers will ing the support of lawyers and al- depend on specialists and on lawyers 

be using tractor power insteadofcows ready considering cases of civil to interpret matters of Civil. Liber- 
as at present. Then their present low liberty violations to be brought to ties,” he said. ‘It certainly shall not 

milk producing cows can be replaced trial, Mr. Schweizer stated in aspeech be up to the occupation to act as 
with some real milk cows and milk in the Munich America House (US watch-dog for German civil liberties. 
production can easily be doubled or Information Center). _In a spirit of helpfulness we can call 
trebled. | He said that if Germans again are attention to violations and then make 
Why has this consolidation offields to prevent their country from being suggestions as to what to do about ~ 

not been accomplished? There are subverted to a dictatorship and be- them. However, basically this is a 

many reasons, The average farmer, coming a threat to peace they must German job and it is one of those _ 

himself, has been one of the obstacles. be willing to give up time and money Jobs for which every individual must 

He has opposed any rearrangement in the struggle to protect civil liber- be responsible. If the individual leaves 

of his land and fields because of his ties. These he described as the rights the responsibility to his brother, then _ 

adherence to customs and traditions, accorded the individual by his gov- 0° one is responsible.” 

his petty concern regarding charac- ernment, such as freedom of press, He urged that civil liberties organ- 

teristics of individual parcels and speech, assenibly and religion, free- izations be set up in Bavaria io 

fields, his jealousy toward what might dom from arbitrary arrest and the come to the defence of those who are 

be a neighbor's gain through the land right to a fair trial, freedom to par- victims of civil liberties violations. 

consolidation scheme, and, of course, ticipate in government, etc. ‘It is extremely important that in- 

the expense. | | “lt is civil liberties which make dividuals give of their time or of | 

-CTUALLY THE farmer has little ivilized living possible,” Mr. Schwei- Oe es to furiner this een 
A moral right to complain about 2¢F said. “There is hardly a single Schy ila id. "TE Cor ae d Ba. 

overwork and too small income when 0©Mé, Which if.transgressed may not . ‘a do’ tw t t fall vi tim t a 
he is against the consolidation idea. lead to. oppression. When freedom fictat ae thot , . be watchful - 
Most Gernian officials agree that con- 0° religion was denied in the Middle . thos. : M nertio: vyhich alone can 

solidation is necessary but apparently “9eS:..and early Renaissance, that 0 . them if German Spee not 

have not had the courage or have bigotry produced tremendous suffering pro i he treated vontinuall ae a 

not been interested enough to getmuch ‘ many parts of Europe. When free- throat eo sace, +t must show ovidence 

accomplished. The people in general dom of the home and freedom of per- ed wim, and rotectin civil liber- 

have never had the situation pree %°Ma! opinion was suppressed we had « Sehick will Pviminate the threat 

sented to them so that the vital (and ‘still have in some parts of the — S Cerna 3 indivi 1t th _ 
essit ealized and so that world) the terror of the police state If Germans, as individuals, want the 

necessity was I “ | and the Gestapo.” | benefits of the free life they must 

popular opinion would demand ac- | ) work to earn that free life.’ 
complishment. Citing the Weimar constitution as 

“The land improvement agencies are en example he declar ed that no con. | 
too painstakingly slow in an effort stitution ab itself ns a guarantee” Adults in Youth Activities | 
to be faultless in their work. The against dictatorship and the suppres- Hane 3 | 

length of time required by their sion of freedom. _ | Results of MG studies in Hesse ant 

resent procedure has tended to in- "The only guarantee is an intelligent Bavaria show that organized sp or s 

presen ay 1 vgs ind 4 . ‘ activities in Germany are predomin- 
crease the farmer's opposition to this understanding and a zealous guarding duit rather than desiqned for 

measure. Farm machinery manufact- of rights," he said. “If every indi- antly adult rather nan designe 
. oo . : | -,.. youth. Total membership of all sports 

urers and dealers will especially Vidual is not protected, then no in nn 4 | 

benefit from it. Therefore industry ‘vidual is safe from oppressive meas- groups in Hesse is 304,000, wi one 

and business should be whole- res: One religious faith may be 180,000 of these members “of ts 

heartedly in favor of consolidation. subject to attack today—another groups. More than 05 percent of spots 
. may be the subject of attack tomor- participants are over 25 years of age; 

A law covering land consolidation row. . One political group may be 29 percent are from 14 to 25; 20 per- 

is in the formative stage and will suppressed today—another political cent are under 14. In Bavaria 20,580 

probably be implemented in the near group may be suppressed tomorrow. sports clubs have a membership of 

future. It is vitally mecessary and If the liberties in the state are not 330,000. Of this number, 70 percent 

essential for the welfare of Germany protected, the safety of the nation is are over 25 years of age; 16 percent 

that this land consolidation law have at stake. And as long as nations exist are between.14 and 25; 14 percent are 

popular support. +END in which the people are not entirely. undert4; == : | 
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rE HO RE é oe ee 5 Low-Cost Housing 
Statistics Publication Given Germans Mis bibeby Slices ee sae 
HE PUBLICATION of German FTER ESTABLISHMENT of the big enon Bree: pnd deciarauinns) by T A 3 f fe * p trade union bodies indicate that _ economic, governmental and Bizonal Economic Administration, the question of low-cost housing now 

social statistics will become a Ger- the two publications became similar ranks: as one ofthe! Wat SORiat 
man responsibility about the end of through the gradual consolidation of | - SAO) MAI OT ROC! 

ees Bs : : - issues. In a policy statement, the September. The compiling, editing overlapping data on a bizonal basis Trade Uni Cc il 
and printing operations which have nd, in October, 1948, the two publi- rade ae BE ae asserted that 
been handled by the US and British cations were merged. neither t e Bizonal Economic Ad- 
Military Government are being The combined publications have pert on non ee slates nays 
transferred to the newly established i i tistics, aken measures to obtain sufficient 4 covered the fields of vital statistics, finds forthe financing’ ofan adequne 
Central Statistical Service of the public health, welfare, housing, Housis le cattncit a a 
German Bizonal Economic Adminis- employment and unemployment, g program, 

tration. wages and prices, social insurance, The council directed an appeal to 

This step means the discontiuance abor relations, industry, fuel and  bizonal and local officials: (1) to for- 
of tHe Statistical Annex to the Monthly Power, food and agriculture, trade mulate a detailed’social housing con- 
Report of the US Military Governor and commerce, transportation, com- struction program for 1949 as well as 
and of the Monthly Statistical Bulle. ™umnications, finance, justice ; and long-range plans, (2) to set aside 
tin of the Control Commission for time, education and other miscel- “ certain proportions of the state and 
Germany (British Element). These laneous statistics for the Bizonal community budget, at least six per- 
two publications, which have had tea and western sectors of Berlin: cent, for housing construction, and to 
identical contents since last October, The first German publication cover- seek additional sources for this pur- 
though appearing under _ separate ing statistics included in the MG __ pose, (3) to place all moneys destined 
covers, have been distributed for annex-bulletin sheuld be issued about for housing construction into a spe- 
more than two years as the official the end of September. For Allied use cial fund not to be diverted for other 
Allied source of German statistic of a glossary will give the English public expenditures, and (4) to ensure 
the Bizonal Area. translation of table headings, titles that rents of new dwellings are not 

and important footnotes. higher than those now under way. 
- THE PAST year an increasing a 

amount of economic data and a 

large part of the data on social 
subjects, which have appeared in 
the. .joint Anglo-American publi- : 
cations, have also been issued by the es ° P 
Germans, However, certain data on : hs @D As TTede oil A S Cy 
displaced persons, offences against 4 vesenee 
Military Government Law and re- [a al : p eee e Fy 
orientation activities must continue rs cae ess ie a i) D 
to be supplied by the two Military , é an Ditay Conturissger aN UA ‘ 

i; & a ee Be ee Rt SD. Gi. <S Prior to the. first issue of the Vea ie ee ate | ie ‘Se 
“Statistical Annex’ in March, 1947, BOG oo. or toe PO a Ms By wh 
tables containing economic and Ra ge Bi es x 
social data pertaining to the US Zone A a ag 8 
of Germany were issued by the ey: eh Pe cascade a A os a vane 
Economics, Manpower, Transport, bs — oe I ey ee Bee 5 
and other divisions of US Military a : cerry eS 1 —_ ie “ a 

Government. The tables expanded in _ “ i F 5 Se 5 
number and length to an extent Aa ' _ : . 
making desirable their publication i 7 oo Yirodcot ee 
in a separate volume and it was . ee A Gorion> a —_— ee ’ 
decided to issue them in a statistical a De ax. 
annex to the monthly narrative i a ~ngaal 
report. } oe oe 

The first issue of the Statistical : 
Bulletin for the British Zone was 

published, in mimeograph form, in ‘Approximately 35,000 German girls have taken part in the GYA handicraft 
May, 1946. By January, 1947, its contest held throughout the zone and Berlin, A preview of final winning entries 
contents had greatly increased and was attended at lhe Special Services Center in Heidelberg by BICO and 
it was then issued for the first time | QMGUS officials and members of the US, French and British forces. Above 
in printed form, as a companion is the winning entry in the 11-year-old class which represents fashions of 
volume to the monthly report of the the past centuries and was entirely handmade by an 11-year-old GYA member. 
British military governor, (US Army photo) 
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a) Pa, OC ee 2 o ’ ee 

oe (,° & 1 ow | ca Peter Dann and Sigrid Hackenberg, young dramatic 
a ey Fe fe professionals from the Berlin stage, wait their cue 

se Trainin g hadto 
Werner Michel, chief of the Documentary 7° 0, 
Section of the Columbia Broadcasting System a ae Visit 
in New York, was brought to Berlin by ISD's : 

oe Pine ote Gees R ADIO BROADCASTING is a quarter of a century old, bu! 
‘ the new German broadcasting industry is still in its infancy, 

dating back of the spring of 1945. At that time radio teams 0: 
s the Psychological Warfare Division, SHAEF, took on the ta: 
7 of reconstructing the German radio stations. S 

2. Sng =e German broadcasters who had been part of the Reichsrund- 
D Fe ge <— funk-Gesellschaft (German Broadcasting Corporation), key 

BN he Dy , 2 . a instrument of the Goebbels propaganda machine, had to be 
a Nie) “ ‘ 2 yi replaced by an entirely new group of Germans from the 

4 af ; uo. (~ A yy, politically untained youth and older professionals in the allied 
Ve shi | arts, primarily the theater. There were only a few German 
“he ae - 4 * % broadcasters who were politically clean, these being mostly 
ah 7 ho es - persons who were thrown out of broadcasting by the Naa 

2 ae oN a. Party in 1933. a 
: if — a) a Ce STAFFS were hurriedly put together and almost 

. a i ie) 4 as hurriedly trained. Likewise the accelerated program: 
: : of German self-dependence resulted in the withdrawal of all 
a American operating personnel from the stations. The Us 

. : se sponsored broadcasting outlets were left with small super 

Y, ts a fp visory staffs which could not devote sufficient time to that 
_... a > | s painstaking teaching of broadcasting techniques necessary for 

—— Le bail the development of production experts. r 
* bg lt was to fill this gap that the visiting experts program was, 

as instituted in the radio broadcasting field by the Information’ 

Services Division, OMGUS. 44 
Mr. Michel (upper left) goes over the script of However, the visiting experts program, as it applied to 

“The Test” with the cast, most of whom are radio work, was complicated by the requirements that Americal 
appearing in varfous Berlin theatrical produc- broadcasting specialists be not only representative of fhe’ 
tions. Clockwise around the table from highest degree of skill in the craft, but also know the German 
Mr. Michel are: Ilse Fuerstenberg, Lothar language well enough to communicate their ideas to me@W) 
Schluck, Renee Stobrawa, Gerhard Bienert, German professionals. y | 
Agnes Windeck, Eduard Wandrey, Gerhard ISD's Radio Branch encountered considerable difficulty i 
Heydebreck and Peter Dann. recruiting fully qualified visiting experts, ‘and it was not until 
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Observing the production are: Franz Zimmermann (RIAS), 

Friedrich Sauer (Munich), Ivo Veith, Gisa von Gleis (RIAS). : 

i “Se oY 

oN , 9, pM x x , gle 
a Lae i 4 Pr ao ee ee Lane 

ys a! fe > 7 —. . <p i .' s 

b _ i 

i : pitt 

| a ent Ee ae 

| Mr. Michel explains to Miss Hackenberg how 
Experts Teach Young Germans he wants her to read the lines in “The Test.” 

i documentar roduction. He completed one of these pro- 
a Cisske 5. Lewis ductions es anys before departing from the United States and, 

‘ Chief, Radio Branch after spending 30 days in Germany, flew back to New York to 
Information Services Division, OMGUS begin work on a new program. 

During his stay in Germany Michel acted as consultant to 
he summer of 1948 that the first expert, Dr. Harry J. Skornia, the chief of the ISD Radio Branch on problems encountered 
ppead of the Radio Department, Indiana University, arrived in in presenting overt US radio programs. A considerable portion 
Germany for a two-month tour of duty at the five US- of his time, however, was devoted to improving production 
sponsored radio stations. standards at the stations in the US Zone and Berlin, with RIAS 

Dr. Skornia gave a series of lectures and conducted seminars serving as classroom and practical laboratory for the solution 
at each of the radio stations. He discussed the technical of programming and production problems, 
problems of programming and production with the key per- In this connection, Michel found that mo “live” dramatic 
sonnel in these fields. Also, he made suggestions for generally programs were being produced due to the German practice of 
mproving the US-sponsored radio stations’ service to the depending on the magnetophone, the excellent German tape- 
public, particularly in their reorientational programs. recording machine. He found that German producers very 

In keeping with the around-the-clock working schedule of carefully rehearsed and recorded scenes, making corrections 
the radio stations, Dr. Skornia’s own schedule was a day-and- as they went along. 
night, seven-day-week session of instruction and discussion i % ; 
Frequently, rehearsals were held in the early morning hours T O TEACH on a broad scale but in the shortest time possible 
When the radio station with which he was working was not the rapid-fire technique used in rehearsing and presenting 
on the ‘air. Dr. Skornia wound up his tour of duty with the American radio dramas, the US Zone broadcasting stations 

Writing of a manual for young radio broadcasters, entitled; were invited to send their production ‘Specialists to Berlin to 

Handbuch ueber die Grundlagen des freien deutschen Rund- observe and assist in presentation of a radio drama under 
Hunks" (Manual on the Principles of Free German Radio). Michel's direction. Thus, il producers-turned-students from 
Three thousand copies of this manual have been distributed to Frankfurt, Stuttgart, Munich and Bremen and the RIAS staff 

whe staffs of the five stations in the US Area of Control. were able to “learn by doing” under expert guidance. 
; 4 ‘ Selected for the demonstration was “The Test,” a radio play 
iT’ On Cee oe oa by the US author Joseph Ruscoll, The cast was gathered to- 

his sunimen to aid in the develo; hapa PAIS NT: Beth er ce tease ae ae Pley was proguced ay Michel has been with CBS in ee York f nat a 2 i * a total of five-and-one-half hours, inclusive of rehearsals. The 
Pears Pri : NeW. Re eee ree following day a four-hour seminar was held by Michel for the } . tior to that he was chief of programming for the Voice benefit of the German broadcasters. -+-END 

Hot America. Before his arrival in Germany in July, Mr. Michei 
Prranged for a leave of absence from a tight schedule of CBS Photography by A. Bankhardt, Berlin 
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Denazification Si ary 
7 — — For 18 Months Ending June 30 | 

| Wr DENAZIFICATION, in its and who must continue treatment directives which implemented the 

. ultimate objectives, one deals until he is cured, Potsdam Agreement. The operation 
with what has been happening inside It had to become a German respon- was carried out by Military Govern- 
the human heart and mind. Never sibility at a given stage, because ment detachments in each of which 

before, in a democracy, has there beyond that Military Government had was an office known as ‘Special 
| been attempted the enactment of laws __ no further place in the active phase’ Branch,” responsible for denazification 

or the building of governmental of the program. The problem might investigations. All incumbents in 
' machinery to eradicate political beliefs be compared to the case of a surgeon public office were required to com- 

| from the hearts of men. Denazification who has completed his act of major plete a questionnaire (Fragebogen) 
directly affects the individual person surgery and ministration to the patient listing their Nazi affiliations and 
and not such impersonal concepts as after which the patient must follow activities. | 
factories, machines or organizations. certain directions of the doctor and The Special Branch offices evaluated 

The only precedents in history of a employ his own recuperative powers these questionnaires, and checked 
government forcibly bringing about to get well. ae them against such other records as 
changes in the political beliefs of a The extent to which the cure was were available locally to determine 
mass of people were set by totali- successful in this case will not be | Wheiher the individual . fell within 

_ tarian regimes which ruled through a known for some time, The patient is any of the categories set forth in the 

police state. The Nazi variety of this still convalescing. Whether or not directives. If the individual byreason | 

was the major cause of the war, “cured” patients continue to be of his membership or office did come 

the end of which placed the problem ‘Carriers’ of germs, only the future within one of the proscribed cat- 
of denazification in the lap of the can tell. Against such eventuality egories, he was summarily dismissed 

victors as one of their major postwar Military Government has been busy, and his property blocked. — 
responsibilities. Oo | through its general programs of posi- - Ww THE close of 1945, the - 

In the elimination of Nazism it was ay “democratic practices ailding ‘ip denazification P rogram in the 
of first importance that the totalitarian immunity within the people who may US Zone had largely attained its 
police state methods which brought be in contact with the ex-patients initial objectives. German govern- 
‘it into being not be used. There was, = a P mental agencies, purged of known 
‘therefore, a limit on the extents to A Pasic objective of the war as active Nazis, were functioning at 
which Military Government could go stated in the Yalta Agreement ll levels. Moreover, the German 
in forcing changes by law, ordinance was the denazification of Germany, Population realized and accepted the 

‘or decree, It was necessary that the The three signatories agreed that act that denazification was a long ~ 
people themselves voluntarily undergo Germany must be purged of Nazi ange program and a basic part of 

‘a change of heart in their political influence before it could again take — the US policy on the Occupation of . 
beliefs. | its place in the family of peaceful na- Germany. : 

_ ae ao tions. In the Potsdam. Agreement the Finally the enactment on Jan. 12, - 
L WAS ONE thing’ for Military three signatories also agreed thatthe 1946 of Control Council Directive® © 

‘# Government to decide by cate- influence of Nazi! ideology must be No.24 applied the basic denazification _ 
gories who had been a Nazi, but only eliminated from German life by provisions, put into effect in the 
the German people could decide who removing active Nazis from public US Zone on July7, 1945, to Germany 
was no longer a Nazi. Military office and from leading positions in as a whole. This action was to _ 
Government could decide who fell important private enterprises, and by provide a continuing and uniform 
into general categorization as Nazis, arresting and interning leaders in Allied denazification program for all _ 
but only the neighbors and fellow former Nazi organizations. zones of occupation. | | 
citizens could determine to what 
‘extent the actions, conduct and exer- In the US Zone denazification began The denazification program ad- | 

cise of duties made a person a immediately after occupation. Oper- ministered by Military Government 

contributor to the disaster that Nazism tions were carried out under SHAEF was largely an interim policy — 
brought upon the world and upon | : designed for the initial period of | 
Germany, and in what measure that occupation, In conformance with MG 

contribution was made. , This article is taken from the introduc- policy of placing as much responsibil- : 
_ tion of a report by the Civil Administra- ity as possible for the conduct of _ 

_ After Military Government used its tion viene Ces, dealing with the German affairs upon the Germans. 
_ powers and organization to isolate between, Jan. a ose azitication 30, 1949. themselves, a comprehensive German _ 

the germ carriers of” the recent The major part of the report deals with denazification program was planned. — 
epidemic disease called Nazism, the statistics on the German activities in The program envisaged a. judicial - 

next step was to let the German cringing the ee Lowa en process to establish the denazification 
.people decide who was ready to come | month developments of denazification status of every adult in the three 
out of quarantine and who must still during the 18 months. . -  ‘l  states, and to punish active Nazis — 

remain quarantined, who was cured | __. _ - and militarists by imprisonment, _ 
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fines and prohibitions against partici- 1919 would not be tried by a denazi- | Findings of cases completed by 
pation in public life... | fication tribunal unless they were trial tribunals Jan.1, 1948: 

_.Early in 1946 the German state highly incriminated and chargeable Major. Offenders . ....... 3 906 

governments passed uniform denazi- as major offenders or offenders. - Lesser Offenders 0 651095 
fication laws which became effective This Amnesty was followed in Followers... . . . . . . . 295,708 
on March5, 1946 after approval by December by another amnesty which eros en Peeve dings Quashed 2431199 
the Military Governor. The law for provided that persons in low income Total ....... 4... . 631,427 
Liberation from National Socialism groups, who had earned less than In the state of Bremen, the Law 
and Militarism, ase it was called, RM3,600 per year in 1943—1945, and for Liberation did not go into effect 
introduced a completely new phase in who had less than RM 20,000 property until May 1947. Because of this lag, 
denazification operations, on Jan. 1, 1945, and persons who were the following figures for Bremen as 

— | net § more than 50 percent physically of Jan.1, 1948, are shown separately. 
; WAS A German law impremented disabled would not be tried unless Number of Persons Registered . . . 388,178 

by the State governments en they came within the categories of Registrants Apparently Not Chargeable 276,617 
from the time of its promulgation > Registrants Notified as to not Charge- — 

nosy . d : major offenders or offenders. able Status. . .... =. .... 193,000 
responsibility for carrying out enaZt- By June 1, 1948, 2,373,115 persons Registrants not yet Notified as to — - 
fication rested with the German | eas not Chargeable Status ... . . 83,617 

t ti d the had come within the terms of the se Registrants Found Chargeable .. . 111,561 
governie nis with the ad er and amnesties. By that time 865,808 trials Investigation Proceedings Quashed . «22,795 
supervision and wil e advice an . nvestigations Completed ..... 2,414 

assistance of Military Government had been completed, caving ‘ total Cases Filed with Trial Tribunals for 
. : , of 31,707 still to be trie y forma Decision. . . . . . . 1 1. «| (1,669 

The Law for Liberation was designed  jyi9), ‘Since that date the formal trials Cses,not yet Filed |: 74s to establish definitely the denazi- have proceeded, but new registrations, Investigations not yet Initiated . . . 61,753 
fication status of all persons more largely refugees and returning pri- Registrants not yet Reviewed .. . 0 

than 18 years of age residing in the <jers of war kept coming in and by Summary of cases completed by 
US Zone of Occupation. Five categories yng 30, 1949 there still remained trial -tribunals: 
were established; namely, major 8,372 cases to be disposed of. Major Offenders Doe ee & 
offenders, offenders, lesser offenders, ae Lesser Offenders ||. | | |” qe} 
followers and exonerated persons. Te YEAR of 1948 was highlighted Follovers |. toe TT St gy 
Registration of all adult persons in by. three important developments, | Armnested snd Proceeding: Ovveshed 16 

the US Zone and a completion byeach Onein August was the turning over , Total 6 6 we ee ee BAT vee ot aage tgs . i sibil- . sO ogo of a political questionnaire were made the Germans of ne cour the denasi. | A year of intensive activity saw the 
mandatory. A minister for politica ity for the comple The second was denazification. picture radically 
liberation / was appointed in each fication program. , ;, changed at the end of the year from 
state, whose responsibility it was to the closing of MG Special Branc , ; | wee 

- ; d ffi 1 September. The third was what it was: at the beginning. A 
establish a system of both trial and offices Ms =P em “ne backlog of | statistical break-down as of Dec. 31, 
appellate courts, with public” pro- the reduction in AC 1948 is as follows (including Bremen): 
secutors, in each local community. chargeable cases to be tried from During 1948, the backl f cases 

v be 14,265 at the beginning of the year uring ro og ore Operation of the law began on 614, ! was reduced to 21,655, only two-tenths __ 
June 1, 1946 and has continued since to 21,655 at the end of the ‘year. of one percent of the total number of 
that time. More than 13,000,000 per- The status of denazification ope- persons registered under the Law. _ 
sons registered under its provisions. rations on Jan. |, .1948—-20 months This was a reduction of 592,610 cases 

By the end of last June, 3,445,062 per- after the effective date of the Law or 96.5 percent from the Jan. 1, 1949, 

sons: had been found to be chargeable for Liberation—was as follows (figures backlog of 614,265. ) 

under its provisions, and dispositions for Bremen not included): Total Registrants... . . . . 13,066,387 
had been made of 3,436,690 of these TotalRegistrants ... . . . . 12,222,985 Not Chargeable Cases . . . . . 9,643,082 

ot Not Chargeable Cases . . . . . 8,963,726 otal Chargeable Cases... . . 3,423,305 
cases, or 99.8 percent. Total Chargeable Cases. woo 3 Chargeable Cases Completed . . 3,401,650 

: Completed . . 2,644, estied without Trial . . . 2,469,231 Shortly after the law went into CtMnmestied without Trial. |. 2013567 Tale ‘Completed. . ||) “ggataig 
operation it became apparent that Trials Completed... - . - 631,427. Chargeable Cases to be Completed 21,655 
there would be such an immense Cha rgeab . Cases to be Completed 380/339 - The total registrants figure of rial 2. 1. 1. ew ee ee ' ' 

number of persons chargeable that By Expediting Process | | | | 233,926 13,066,387 represents an increase of 
the German courts would not be able In addition to trials of firstinstance 843,402 over the Jan. 1 total. The 
to process all of the cases in @ remaining, there was a total of percentage of chargeable cases among 
reasonable time. The law, by making 35,375 cases of “Appeals Pending’ the new registrants was estimated to 
chargeable all member s of the Nazi Adjudication” as shown by the be about the same as among the 
party as well as its formations, following table: — earlier registrants—25 percent. How- 
affected more than 25 percent of the Total Appeals Received . ... . . 50,633 ever, all of these new cases had to 
adult population of the US Zone. It Classified by Trial Tribunals as | be evaluated, processed and ° ad- 

was realized that among them were * Lesser Gtfenders " Onfends “ and 33,812 ministered regardless of category. 
large numbers of persons who were _ b. Otherwise ..... ~~ + + 16,821 Were it not for this large number 

not active in furthering Nazi ideology Appeals not Accepted for Decisio” 3,343 oof new registrations, all trials would 
- and could never be convicted for Appeals Adjudicated . . . . . « + 11.915 pave undoubtedly been completed 

their activities a. Classifications and Sanctions 3.131 before the end of the year, as only 
Affirmed . . 2... 2 ee ee 3 , 

TS 7 b. Classifications Upgraded . . . - _ 532 - roe 
(CONSEQUENTLY, in August 1946 O GeSitications Dewngr aided . |. 5,083 5,972 cases of the total backlog of | 

the Military Governor announced d. Classifications Affirmed butSanc- 21,655 (shown in the table, above), 
the Youth Amnesty which provided °. tions Mogied . now Trigl.  ]o1'ago.~ T@Mained from the old backlog on 
that all persons born after Jan. 1, Appeals Pending Adjudication’. . . 35,375 - (Continued on page 28) 
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States and first legal director of the 

US Group Control Council. He was 

Personnel Notes 3,2 io 8: eammiie drafting committee until June 1946, 
LLL LLL when he returned to Harvard. 

* f Accompanying him to the United 
Control Officer Leaves ees to the United States states were his wife and a son. 

Mr. James L. Sundquist, control Ehitieent oe a fo ec £ ok 
officer of OMGUS, is returning to tot Va py eh: SOS AE es 

the United States after more than ' + Continues as ECA Chief . i * * * : 

ae ara oe gee * Returns to Harvard ECA Mission to Western Germany, 
Seen Gere e _ S ‘ has agreed to remain at his post for 
many. During the r. Mr. William E. McCurdy, Sr., act- : 

ee ‘ ‘ foals a short period, Mr. Paul G. Hoffman, tenure of General © SiS. ing director of the Legal Division, or 5 ae 7 ye eer i ECA administrator, announced in 
Clay as Military | i vo OMGUS, since last March, returned ‘ 

ae ‘I a 4 og Frankfurt Aug. 12, Mr. Collisson had Governor, Mr. i) to the United States early this month 
y . ; : been scheduled to leave Sept. 1, but 

Sundquist was also | 3 to reassume his duties as professor F 
direct f be z of daw ate EL d Uni ity L has -consented to stay in Germany 
Bern sue ea ay ae arvard wniversity LaW until the reorganization has been agement controlon = 35) @ |” School. completed, 

the special staffof (a). 5 : : eco ciavdacin- etree ee Professor’ McCurdy: has been om @ Mr. Collisson assumed his duties 
. leave of absence from Harvard since ith the ECA Missi West 

Chief, European Command. June 1947, when he came to Germany vit me pao eheed ¥ sei : : Rat Germany in September 1948.  Pre- Directly under the supervision and as chief of the Legal Division's Legal iously he was special assistant 
direction of Mr. Sundquist as OMGUS Advice Branch. In March 1948, he je ud secretary of the Interinn ann 
control officer have been preparation became associate division director, javes duri: Than 1647 with the 
and coordination of staff work on the serving in that capacity until he was US Na deputy administrator 
organization, operations and func- named acting director. vy py . 7 be ; ae Naval Petroleum Administration, and tions of Military Government; con- — ; gat fk Professor McCurdy first came to as coal mines administrator for seized trol of budgetary and fiscal matters 7 : Fi : a ; Germany in the summer of 1945 as bituminous coal mines in the United of Military Government; preparation i ‘ : ae : et special assistant to Charles Fahy, States, on assignment to the Depart- ot ne olicial s history. of “Military . toner solicit 1 of the United t of the Interior by the N Government; complication and issu- MOE SSRSTAN Os pags Ravel MOR. e terior Dy’ he ANav ys 
ance of official publications such as 
the Monthly Reports of the Military 
Governor, Military Government Re- 
gradtints) AisGeeal“ Annee ond in. Message to OMGUS Employees 
formation Bulletin. The phasing-out process of the Office of Military Government for 

Mr. Sundquist also served on the Germany (US), which began Aug. 15 and is expected to end Nov. 15, ‘ 
special committees and staff groups anticipates the turning over of MG functions and responsibility from 
concerned with the transfer of MG the Department of the Army to the State Department on Sept. 15. To 
operations and functions to HICOG, the civilian employees of OMGUS involved in this transfer, Mr. John 
development of the bipartite organi- J. McCloy, US High Commissioner for Germany, has issued the follow- 
zation for the economic and financial ing statement: 

merger of the US and UK Zones, The announcement of the forthcoming inactivation of OMGUS should 
arrangements for the joint function- be understood as a necessary part of the process we must go through 
ing of the occupation in the three to enter upon a new phase of our occupation responsibility. 
western zones, the consolidation and a ‘ , streamlining of MG operations during The establishment of the government of the German Federal Republic, 
the past two years, and the ac- with its attendant assumption of responsibilities by the Germans 
complishment of the progressive themselves, as well as a substantial reduction in funds, make it self- 
steps in the necessary reductions in evident that a reduction in force in the new organization is required. 
MG personnel. I want to repeat to you my earlier assurances, however, that the 

¢ table of organization of the Office of the High Commissioner will be Mr. Sundquist, who had served for ; i 5 § g six years with the US Bureau of the filled in so far as possible from the present employees of OMGUS. 
Budget, had come to Germany in The next several weeks will be a trying period for us all, since we 
early 1947 with a group of experts must carry on our present functions with customary zeal and attention 
of the Budget Bureau to assist the and at the same time develop the plan and lay the ground work for the 
Military Governor in the develop- assumption of the new functions which devolve upon us with the 
ment of reorganization plans. He was activation of the Office of the High Commissioner now scheduled for 
given a leave of absence by the October 1. I know that you who have worked so devotedly in Germany 
bureau to accept the appointments as will realize the necessity for the changes now being made. and will ~* 
control officer of OMGUS and cooperate fully in our efforts to effect the organization equitably and 
director of management control of efficiently. : 
CINCEUR. 
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Seven are Appointed To Top HICOG Poss | OMGBS Command Changes Hands 
The designations of seven appoint- 

ments to the staff of the US High Pee 
Commissioner for Germany,were an- r 4 ee nounced Aug. 21 by Mr. John J. -_ | i | oo MyCloy, The designations are as <2 70 A oe follows: a) | fe jy 

General counsel: Mr. Chester A. oS — - McLain, on leave from the World A 2 A Bank where he is general counsel. a a —_ 
Director of the Office of Labor “ Re o y a oS Affairs and labor adviser ECA: Mr. y ; Pid oO ae 

Harvey W. Brown, former president of : et . fF > 
the International Association of Ma- : » F oe a, 
chinists and former vice president of . be er 2 sf 
the American Federal of Labor. : % : ay Director of the Office of Political 2 oe 3 : 
Affairs: Mr. James W. Riddleberger, eS Pe 
who has been political adviser, - : 2. 
CINCEUR, and director of the Office —- 6h oe 
of Political Affairs, OMGUS, a 

Director of the Office of Ad- ‘ = ell 
ministration: Mr. Glenn G. Wolfe, : 

t i - 
rete ine oo General Howley (right), finishing 50 months of MG control in Berlin, greets 
administrative positions, his successor as General Taylor becomes US commander (US Army photo) 

US commissioner of the Military 
Security Board: Maj. Gen. James P. When Brig. Gen. Frank L, Howley from the west into Berlin, arriving 
Hodges, retaining same position. returns this month to private life in June 17, 1945. 

Director of the Office of Public the United States he brings to an end In July 1945 the unique quadri- 
Affairs: Mr. Ralph Nicholson, vice pine years’ government service, four partite Military Government opera- 
president and co-owner of the Tampa years of which were in the key post tion began in Berlin whereby four 
(Fla.) Times and until recently owner of director of Military Government in nations by unanimous accord were to 
and publisher of the New Orleans the US Sector of Berlin during the govern the defeated city. General 
Item. critical period from four-power rule Howley was chosen the US represen- 

Executive secretary: Mr. James E. through the Soviet blockade. tative as part of his task as director 
King, Jr., recently deputy chief of A graduate of New York University of the US Office of Military Govern- 
staff, OMGUS, and formerly secretary and head of a Philadelphia advertis- ment, Berlin Sector. 
general, OMGUS. ing agency, General Howley’s first The brunt of inter-Allied problems, 

* * * wartime assignment was in 1940 as which reached its peak in the Soviet 
captain and commanding officer of blockade of the western sectors and 

Takes Haus Schwalbach Post Para Corps ground SeROEL In 1944 the formation of split-city government 
Paul Lutzeier, who has served with he arrived in England where he was administration, was borne directly by 

the OMGUS Berlin Office of the given command of a Civil Affairs de- General Howley. 
Personnel Officer since June 1946, tachment earmarked for invasion. In accepting General Howley’s re- 
has been assigned to the Haus Eight days after D-day, General signation Mr. John J. McCloy, US Schwalbach Leadership Training Howley's detachment accompanied . High Commissioner for Germany and 
School in Hesse (see page 9). He will combat troops across Omaha Beach Military Governor, stated that the supervise the German staff and be and began the reorganization of general’s services during this critical 
responsible for coordinating activi- Cherbourg’s local government, Cher- period in Berlin were courageous, out- 
ties in the field of adult education, bourg was considered the first testing standing and in the best tradition of 
women's affairs, youth activities and ground in France for Civil Affairs. General Howley’s own fine combat 
other areas of community leadership, The Cherbourg civil affairs operation service which had been great, 
reorientation and training. was later described by Allied On Sept. 1, Maj. Gen. Maxwell D. Besides his background in per- observers as “efficient beyond all Taylor assumed the position of US 
sonnel and public relations Lutzeier expectations.” commander, Berlin, exercising author- has supervised county adult educa- Assigned to the Paris operation, ity over all military personnel as well 
tion programs in Michigan, was General Howley's combined US- as all governmental functions of the 
public information director for the  British-French detachment entered the United States in the US Sector of Detroit. City Plan Commission, and French capital in August 1944andcom- Berlin, General Taylor was, since last director of the Royal Oak Commun- pleted its task three months later. February, chief of staff, EUCOM. Pre- 
ity College. He received his master With a new detachment composed viously he was for three and a half 
degree in adult education and ad- only of American officers General years superintendent of the US Mil- 
ministration from Wayne University. Howley led the first overland convoy _ itary Academy at West Point. 
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ec ee 63s France, and individual public person- 

| | | e - e . alities even Speak of cooperation with 

G eC r m al n EL d l t O [lI al & Russia, the attitude toward Great 
Britain becomes increasingly ‘bitter 

Fenner and critical eee . 

. “We regretfully observe and take 

Criticism of Attitudes into due consideration the fact that 
. This section is devoted to translations England's economic interests clash 

In European Council prepared by the Press Publications | with ours... We understand very 
. a. OMGUS, of editorials and reports in the well that she must cover her imports 
D EVELOPMENTS in the European German press. The publishing of these with her exports; from which fact 

Council meeting at Strasbourg, fansiations is intended to portray what arises her competition with Germany 
if ‘ + : er : France, stood in the foreground of and not necessarily. to awe wy concun which she fights with all the resources 

press interest and are being observed rence to their views and opinions. of the stronger party. Hence the dis- 
with increasing attention by the Ger- -mantling policy... We are by no 

man press. Every statement on the means sure that Britain is prepared 
German problem by European states- of the European idea, whereas the for whole-hearted European cooper- 
men in mid-August was accorded other seems actuated only by a desire ation ... or whether she would 

headlines: ‘Herriot Warns against to place obstacles in the way of prefer isolation within the Common- 

Hasty Acceptance;" ‘Reynaud .for European cooperation... wealth frame-work... The desire for 
Reconciliation with Reservations;" “The Europe represented at enlightenment on the part of thought- 

Churchill Stands up for Germany.” Strasbourg is merely a torso—the ful Germans is therefore thoroughly 

The fact that there should be any — 100,000,000 population of the satellite comprehensible.” | 
question at all about German member- states are completely left out though Address Widely Praised 
ship was ascribed principally to Be- millions of them long for annexation — | ; . 
vin'’s attitude. The British forei The New York radio address’ “es oreign to a free Europe... The way to make igh C + os 
minister was compared unfavorably them ripe for it is through the power by the US Hig ommissioner re- 

with Churchill, who was described as of facts and the idea of freedom... ceived fav orable and extensive press 

a "European-minded“ statesman. The bridge must be the West Ger- attention nt western Germany. Typical 

Schuman’s proposal to seat the Saar oman Federation and the Austrian headlines ee 7 There Beli Decent 
was severely criticized, but in general Republic... Only thus can the Stras- Germans, Too; McCloy Believes In 
the press was hopeful of getting a bourg idea become one day appli- the Germans. i, ted | 

better understanding from France, cable to all Europe.“ Poste ection comment pointed out 
which was considered in the best Herbert . _ that the results proved Mr. McCloy 

position to appreciate the dangers Herbert von Dirksen, former Get- to be right in his estimation of 
as : P vs ge! man ambassador, discussed in the the Germans as against the severely 

resulting from a political vacuum in Jsar-Post (Landshut, Bav., Aug. 13) critical foreign press. oe 
Central Europe. the deteriorati fA le -G g ' P wie as : ee 

; . auion oO ngio-German Mr. McCloy’s initiative in the eco- 

Dr. Fritz Exner, writing in the Main relations: nomic field; as exemplified by the 

Post (Wuerzburg, Bav., Aug. 11) saw “There is no doubt that these approval of the financial aid bill and 
England, by its intransigent attitude relations are characterized by in- the inclusion of Berlin in the Marshalt 
toward Germany, as a stumbling-block creasing bitterness, Whereas Ger- Plan, was stressed and highly praised. — 

on. the way to European unity: man public opinion warmly welcomes The Wirtschaftszeitung (Stuttgart, 

It is one of the paradoxes of Mr, McCloy’s declaration that the Aug. 17) praised the statement ~ 
Strasbourg that Churchill and Bevin American goal is the restoration of attributed to the High Commissioner | 

belong to the same people, The one is a prosperous Germany; whereas it on the growth of wholesome self- 

the man whose statesmanlike vision is greets confidently and hopefully assertiveness in Germany: ca 
responsible for the partial realization the approach of reconciliation with “This. indicates a noteworthy under- | 

: | standing for the present situation... | 

As Germany Views Self at Strasbourg _ _ | If others fear German nationalism . .. 

. let them take a sensible course to 

. th i= , nip it in the bud, especially through 

EUROPA-RAT mere, |) is. HOTEL EUROPA-RAT* the provision offhomes and employ- _ 

re 3 || Be totes f {/ ' ment... Of course, we Germans have 

A || p pail : f \ —~ left behind the psychology that pre- ~ 

i Ro | RE aM ets ; } Zan, vailed in 1945... We no _ longer 
\C ) Rincer ancien || R= ®t fs Me Wp ES d tonal onnel as mee Cee | GL Teak regard occupational personnel _as 
NO lf i |: A ; ‘white gods’... Is that bad? 

(SU ea, AeA BoA fNs doubt it... oo 
ae (15 \ - BGA > “All we want is the right to put 

ero. = A = | our own house in order. The more 

jem || ie =| = seat WN we are allowed to do this the less 

ee temptation there will be to take 

— a _ Aulmarsch der Géste refuge in nationalistic’ resentments 
e «asd wer simet mich mit?” RNE-Selohaung: Busse “Zeichnung: Schaal (Heidelberg) and slogans.” . a , 

Rhein - Neckar - Zeitung (Heidelberg, Abendpost (Frankfurt, Aug. 13): ~~ <. gee Information Bulletin, Issue No. 168 
Aug. 12): “...who takes me in?” | Arrival of the Guests... °°... ._—s Aug. 23.- Sys 
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: ° | ° w—,) a a election results: ‘There will be no ~ Election S urp rises | Cc 4 | Socialist majority ... The non-So- ° ; - co cialist parties have manifested aclear Press; Belies Ap athy | aa fj rightist tendency. It (the Socialist 
At WESTERN German newspapers ( r v7) Ais Se vote) is split up among many splinter stressed the point that the high L\~ fs ul sii paries and will, therefore, not be percentage of voter participation in Sada) Is = strong numerically, Nevertheless, this 
the Aug. 14 federal election refuted “TR (a 8 tt | aspect must be given careful attention. 
the preelection prophecies regarding - SW “ Safety valves must be provided in 
political apathy. The press pointed = - & <. order to prevent its growth. out that this, taken into consideration |= , _ Der Abend (ind., US Sector, Ber- along with the results*, gave the lie 10 wurs wa mn moen vormshen .~. portent wmanem lin, Aug. 16): “The relative strength to fears abroad concerning neo-natio- “* “ "ee "auer seenune ene of the reactionary splinter parties in nalism. The typical headline was: Abendpost (Frankfurt, Aug. 16): the British Zone can be attributed to 
“Common Sense Triumphs." Germany to election-winner CDU, “issatisfaction with the way denazi- The favorable comments from abroad “I'll try it with you. I hope you can feation wie carriee ona the position led the press to believe that since manage the boat.” ° the rs ugees and i ignation over Germany has withstood its “acid test’ | dismantling soy | : . . | . fie ea The Hessische Nachrichten (Ind., it will get concessions and “fairer proved itself stronger than disgust Kassel, Hes., Aug. 15): ‘The German treatment. with party dissension and comprehen- people have given their votes The fact that the big parties (CDU sible disappointment over border to the political parties which are the and SPD) dominated the field was changes and dismantlings, which a protagonists of democracy.” , looked upon as a good start for the Swiss paper properly designated as The Wiesbadener Kurier (Ind., _ hew state. The success of extremist ‘propaganda for neo-nazism’.., Wiesbaden, Hes., Aug. 15): ‘The groups in the British Zone (rightist “The population of West Germany unexpectedly large voter participation 
parties) and Bavaria (WAV and Ba- hag not lost its faith in democracy, was not due to the good weather but varia Party) is attributed to certain despite the fact that after 1945 as in 4, political conscience... Our people 
political ranklings and resentments 1918 it was accompanied by defeat, gemonstrated their democratic sense (in British Zone, dismantling; in impoverishment and distress. The of responsibility.” : ee Bavaria, local dissension). Communists have suffered another The Main Post (Ind. Wuerzburg, 

The Communist defeat caused wide heavy blow. The radical rightist pal-  Bav., Aug. 15): “It will probably be 
rejoicing. The fact that Max Reimann _ ties, with all their demagogic nation- possible to govern with a one-party | was beaten in his own district of the alistic slogans by no means suc- majority rather than a coalition... Ruhr was emphasized. ceeded in causing a ‘nationalist wave. This will result in productive work 

The strength shown by the FDP in Both these facts will receive careful instead of continual compromises." 
Hesse was considered due to growing attention abroad... The Rhein Neckar Zeitung (Ind., opposition to the socialization policy “The Occupation Powers... must Heidelberg, W-B)j: “A good -start — 
of the ruling SPD. avoid doing anything which could  {f5, the West German state... 

In an analysis of the election edi- shake the belief in German democ- where is the nationalism of which. torials, ISD's Scrutiny Board pointed macy thus reaffirmed by 30,000,000 ,. were accused?... 90 percent 
out that it can be said that the results West Germans..." | voted for the democratic parties.” 
of the election surprised the German The Leonberger Kreiszeitung (Leon- The Neue Presse (Ind., Coburg, press as much as anyone else, The berg, W-H.) called the election Bay, Aug. 16): “A typically German loud noises made by the vociferous a promising beginning: “The result lection... Everything remains the rightist and dissatisfied elements dur- vindicates Mr. McCloy’s view On game... Despite the apparent rage ing the campaign led many to believe the German will to democracy... of the masses against. the ruling that nationalistic trends in present- nq gives the lie to the foreign press parties they elected them again in 
day Germany were’ much stronger which hecklered us like governesses the same relative proportion.” than actually was the case as proved during the campaign... The German . (Continued on next page) 
by events, The first surprise at this people have rejected a cheap chauv- | 
development was followed by what inism in favor of the hard road to the £3 . : appeared to be sincere and heart-felt world’s respect and recognition... | Ra . 
rejoicing. It would appear that the “The task of the future German Oy 
democratic elements have been con- government will not be easy... It L~, NK OK) siderably encouraged and heartened will have to solve the numerous VY 4 ry 
by the result. domestic problems without the pri- SAO) re | The Rheinische Post (Duesseldorf, vilege of direct negotiation with | Ke 7) \ y oo 
NRW., Aug. 15) found the election foreign countries... Good German A 4 | | 
a vindication of the sound political intentions will often shatter on com- | YY Y Oy | 
sense of the German people: mands given by the Occupation - SO Kum. 
“Contrary to expectations, voter Powers. But our government will Dor NicbrwShler:-Mitaon? Nee! these aud eno wena de heme ect participation came to 75 percent... know that we stand behind it... ede Kare lat 

The German people have manifested We should help by not being too Rhein-Neckar-Zeitung (Hei- 
their feeling of responsibility... It ready with critcism.” : | delberg, Aug. 13): The non-voter: 

*) See John Elliott's analysis, ‘Federal . The Schwaebische Post  (Ind., _ What, me help? No, indeed. rn step 
Election Results’' on page 3.. po Aalen, W.-B., Aug. 16) analyzed the in when its in running order! eg 
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Soviet View — — “The penchant for alcohol causes The Nordsee Zeitung (Bremerhaven, 
Qe problems for the MP’s as well as the Bremen, Aug. 13) printed some 

7878 

spe Wg i LL] Tent | German population ... These guardi- impressions of Editor Hartwig Frank, 
. nN if a SIT il ans of the law are equally feared by now visiting the United States: 

hi 1 4 z a L Germans and Americans due to their “The individual is most important 
yy , | a harsh manners ... Americans are not phere... One sees it in such small 

1 a A Soe go] 7 impressed by rank or titles but very matters as when a man introduces 
| 2 ay XY eSTOEUTSCHE a much by performance and new ideas. his wife to you — ‘Meet Mrs, Mill er, 

rd ) vl ‘AHLER $550 Age and references are unimpor- fo; instance, not ‘my wife,’ which 
| ine Ce" my NX , tant ... They won't let us into their implies a certain proprietorship... 

a y) ee snack bars along the highways, but yi, respect for the individual is 
pd | i “’ they are very helpful in cases of = oflected too, in the way school is 
wane | blowouts or accidents ... conducted ... The teacher is far from 

) " in- little potentate as with us... 
TaeglicheRundschau, Official The occupation personnel in being a P . ity G ] fluence on the German population “There is a curious lack of anonymity 
erman-ianguage newspaper of the . . . . taxis, in the Soviet Militar Administratio may be remarked in the adoption of jin this land ... In taxis, 1 mo 

Berlin. tries i depict th CDU “ daring colors in dress. ‘O.K.’ has movies, in the post office, everywhere 
“spp . ht he Ww. an become a part of German colloquial the name and sometimes the picture 
vote int "hh ‘Us en hte hen speech ... The golden age of ciga- of the person giving service is dis- 

rointo the slaughter house, rette currency and Leica purchases played... There is a remarkable lack 
The Sozialistische Volkszeitung ‘35 past ... Americans are just as of servility ... No shopkeeper fawns : 

(KPD, Frankfurt, Aug. 16) attribut- Short of money as we are ... on customers . . ._ my se | 

ed the Communist losses to the “But on the whole they are well regarded as the justified mo . 
plurality election system “imported  off—get between two thousand and the public in private people wno aave 
from the Anglo-Saxon countries.” twelve thousand dollars a year ... something of interest to say. 

es . The families live very comfortably, . . : Opinion of Americans whereas bachelors often complain Assistance for Berlin 

Das Neue Weltbild (Munich, of their billets ... The first Amer- Der Volkswirt (Frankfurt, Aug. 12) 
Aug. 14) featured a long critical icans that came here repesented a urged western Germany to aid 
article by Wemer Prym, under the cross-section of the American popu- Berlin in _ its present economic 

title “Amis are Human Too,” on the jation ... Those here now are here difficulties: | : 
habits of occupation personnel: voluntarily and cannot be called re- “Since the lifting of the blockade 

A New York journalist who knew  presentative of the US people in the employment situation in Berlin 
Germany before the war once told general...” industry has by no means impro- 
me that there were three categories | ved... There are 200,000 unemployed 

of Americans. The first and largest Reports from America and 60,000 short-time workers besides 
continues to live abroad as it lived } 285.000 who live on their capital 
at home. It pays no attention to its The Giessener Freie Presse |e no regular employment ... Ber- 

environment and regards the indi- (Giessen, Hes., Aug. 13/14) published jin has always been dependent on 
genous population as it would na- 4 report on the visit to the United 4. western German states—before 

| tives in Africa ... The second cate- States by its editor-in-chief Dr. Hans the war its export and refining in- 

gory is that of people possessed by Rempel: / dustries represented 8.7 percent of 

nombres) such as stamp collectors, “The most remarkable fact is that total German production ... . 
vower Orv hi, an and ae despite the unprecedented economic "Tt behooves western Germany to 
overs s+ /arouga tert poppies they growth of the last hundred years jemember that the courageous fight 
come in contact with the popula- individual liberty has been maintained of the Berliners is to a large extent 
tion... The third, and smallest class, The fact that N York. rather ; was was 
. ily interested in th _ that New responsible for the political position 
1s really interested in the country than, for instance, St. Louis, became 4 have achieved. It is high time to 
and goes to German theaters, con- the principal American city, is proof ze f furnishing ihe ' d hibiti d d organize a system of furnishing 
certs and exhibitions and conducts that the United States is, in essence, principal German city with enough 

_ tong discussions with German ay Atlantic country, which belongs elieve j it t press- 
friends. The occupation has all three : : " orders to relieve it of its most pres kinds . . historically to Europe. ing worries.” | 

“One thing that astonishes and The Frankfurter Rundschau (Frank- | cee 

disturbs Germans is their lack of furt, Aug. 12/13) published the CDU Paper Criticizes MG | 
attention to the polite formalities. report of Editor H. H. Gaebel on what Deutsche Woche (CDU, Frankfurt, 
Shaking hands and long greetings he saw in Texas: | Hesse) criticized Military Govern- 

are replaced by a simple ‘hello’... “I had to revise many preconceived ment as follows: | 
Almost everyone in the offices greet ideas... For instance, no bandits “There is a glaring inconsistency 
each other by Christian name ..-. with poised revolvers and masks between the West Powers’ democra- 
Feet on the desk and sticking out of boarded the train at any point... tic theories and practice, The high 
jeeps also come under this heading [pn Houston there were no yelling cost of occupation cuts deeply into 
of informality bas Despite this, red cowboys galloping over the platform our daily lives. Denazification, even 

tape’ is just as pervasive as with on half broken broncos. In fact the though its application was loaded on - 
US... railroad station was remarkably like to German officials, achieved the . 

* German expression meaning “Americans. Such places anywhere else.” exact opposite of its aims. The right , 
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to legislate, which was accorded us The main thesis of the work is that rebuilding of ample constitutional 

to further democracy, is continually basically politics must be governed powers and thus prepared the ground 

invalidated by demands and with- and inspired by the unchangeable for orderly condilions in the state.” 

holding of approval on the part of ethical laws of God and humanity. In one of his speeches the author 

MG.” — When these laws are transgressed the characterized the work and the res- 

. result is dissolution and chaos. ponsibility of the German politician 
In the same issue Emanuel J. The book has been highly praised of today: “We are not alone and we 

Reichenberger, erstwhile Sudeten re- heime are not able to act alone, We are 
fugee and now said to be a Chicago by Dr. Eugen Kogon, the Mann eum ros ; _ 

. _ Morgen (Mannheim, W-B.) and the not the director of the firm but only 
resident, is reported to have stated | er L-S head-clerks who sign for the firm.” 
at a refugee meeting in Frankfurt Hannoversche Presse (Hannover, ) . g 
that “we are told that America can- "hich sald that it would help to Recht, Staat, Wirtschaft (Law, 
not absorb more than 200,000 DP's. eliminate German political iter acy. Constitution, Economy), collection 

Yet more than 11,000,000 refugees Hessian Minister of ae fon of speeches and lectures of the — 
were driven without preparation into Erwin Stein recommen e } . Course of Instruction on Adminis- 

Germany.” teachers of political economy i  iration, North Rhine-Westphalia, 
Hesse. In Bremen it has been placed Editor: Miniserial Director Dr. Her- 

German-Style Americana on the shelves of all school libraries. mann Wandersleb, Publisher: W. - 

| Der letzte Monat (The Last Month) Kohlhammer Verlag, Stuttgart and 
The ; Bergstrasser  Anzeigeblatt by Karl Koller, last general staff Cologne. 

(Bensheim, aan aug. ann le chief of the German air force. Publi- - This collection contains essays by 

OF me new 10cat sneeis, pubushed an sher: Verlag Norbert Wohlgemuth, scientists on the constitutional and 
article purportedly from its New  wannheim. administrative law as well as by men 
York Corres ondent, which gave the This book describes in chrono-- of practical experience who act an 
impression that all debts in the Uni- logical order events in the German important part in political life of 
ted States were collected by hired 1s : | = 

, air force high command during the Western Germany. 

ghamen rather than through the last weeks of the war. In concise The publication continues the tra- 

courts. The article said: diary form the book pictures the dition of the “Deutsche Vereinigung 

“If Mr. Johnson owes Mr. Baker chaos prevailing in the highest fuer Staatswissenschaftliche Fortbil- 
money and forgets to pay ... the German command circles. It deals dung’ (German Union for Political 

latter simply goes toaThird Avenue with the reasons for the deposition Science and Instruction) in Berlin, 
bar and tells his troubles to one of of Goering, the struggles betweenSS resuming the thread cut in recent 
a number of gentlemen with No. 17 and the air force leaders, the small years. It has as its aim the instruc- 

collars who make the place their number of planes available at the tion of the leading men of admini- 

headquarters ... The gunman pays war's beginning, the characters of stration, justice and economy about 
Mr. Johnson a polite visit and Mr. Nazi leaders and generals. modern democracy, questions of con- 
Baker gets his money the same day, © The Mannheimer Morgen (Mann- _ stitution, administrational and econo- 

minus a commission ... No need to heim, W-B) said the book is calculat- _mical law for practical use. 
bother with the slow and expensive qd by its array of historical data and These essays show awareness of 
method of going to court ... Gam- sober fact to combat the birth of any the fact that the democratic institu- 
bling debts and worthless check yew ‘stab-in-the-back” legend. tions in Germany are only experi- 

cases are handled even more drasti- i. eas mental and that for the time being, 

cally ... The recalcitrant debtor is . Ohne Hlusionen — Politik ae ae one tries honestly to seek his adjust. 
lucky if he escapes with unbroken alitaeten (Without Illusions — ° 7 re ment. 

bones or even his life ..." of Realities), pamplet by Dr. Erich | 

Koehler, president of the Economic In. der Grossen Drift (In the Great 

| Council of the Bizonal Economic Drift), novel by Rudolf Kraemer- 

CWT nme § A177 i115 {TL iO!. Badoni. Publisher: Classen and 

Books and Publications This book is a collection of 19 Rother, Darmstadt. 
vaninstemnuumnnemeeensemnn speeches made by Dr. Koehler This novel gives a literary analysis 

, .; , between June 1947 and January 1949. of the young generation shaped by 

Rev ears caghared by Scrutiny Section, Press 712° zim is to lead the German people the past 20 years. The principal cha- 
Division, OMGUS) to an understanding of realistic tacter is the type of the new gen- 

. politics. | eration, whose emotional life the 
Politisches Lesebuch = (Political “Politics is not a matter of the author characterizes by the words: 

Reader) by Hans von Eckardt, heart but a matter of cool reasoning,” ‘Uncertainty and narrow-mindedness." 
professor of sociology and lecturer he once declared. He sharply criti- This book is noteworthy for its un- 
in politics at the University of izes the political division inGermany varnished and rough language, which 
Heidelberg. Publisher: Hans £. and stresses the necessity for unity is as brutal as life in Germany during 
Guenther, Stuttgart. | of Germany as a whole. the last 20 years, with its exterior of 

This is mainly a collection of On the occasion of the second hypocritical and hollow phrases and 
speeches, writings and historical do- anniversary in July 1947 of the mendicious idealization. Kraemer- 
cuments by such men as Thomas Jef- Laenderrat (US Zone Council of Padoni reports his personal experience 

ferson, Lloyd George, Leo XIII, States) he declared: “It is a historical in a world of collective restraint, 

Pius XII, Max Weber, Jacob Burck- merit of the American Occupation — where the instinct of self-preservation 
hardt, Carl von Ossietzky, Carl Zuck- Power to have formed the Laender must be evidenced. In life like this, 
mayer, Ortegay Gasset and Immanuel (states) in the US Zone and by doing only strong and unsentimental indivi- 

Kant. so to have taken the initiative for the duals can hold their own. 
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(Continued from page 8) - | _ Members of separate groups within minority of refugees with inferior 
Germany’s Refugees : German society, and it must keep social status against the majority of. 

; alive the hope of an early return to old residents. 
active interest in the cause of the ir home 
refugees. their homelands. Te IS a possibility but by no 

Th constitution of the new Are their leaders likely to be suc- means a certainty and there. is 
€ - cessful in reaching this — from the ill ti isa. ‘Or- Federal Republ : g still time to avoid disaster. For 

public of Germany provides German point of vi destructi . . 
that parties “can be freely f qd.” Tman point of view — destructive tunately, responsible people in all 

y tormed. object? E i : h f- i dn fee tinntinn 3 , ject¢ Experience shows that re camps are aware of the dangers in- 
The implication is that in the future . . . 

. ; | ugees under 25 or 30 years of age herent in the present situation. A 
neither the governmental powers nor . . . 

- . ; are much less firmly attached to the few weeks ago the Institute of Public 
any other authorities will be in a . . ne position to prevent the formation of past than the older generation, that Affairs in Frankfurt invited represen- 
a refugee party. It is easy to see that they are ready to become assimilated tatives of the various refugee or- 
such a party may well perpetuate themselves if they are given the ganizations, of the state govern- 

and even widen the existing an- 2 OY . ments: of the poutical pares ant of 
tagonism between old residents and ndeed the problem is solved al- the press as well as leading members 

refugees most automatically in the great of the established community, to 
number of intermarriages between discuss the refugee problem in a 

L- IS, however, doubtful whether in refugees and old residents. Never- two-day conference. The results were 

the long run a refugee party can theless, there is a real danger that, encouraging. Strenuous efforts were 
remain an important political factor. if present tendencies are allowed to made to reconcile the conflicting ° 

In order to retain the support of its take their course, the work of views and to seek agreement on a 

voters is must discourage tendencies rebuilding Germany will be greatly constructive solution. 
_ towards assimilation among them hampered or even turned into com- Eventually a number of resolutions 
‘ and strengthen their desire to remain plete failure by the strife ofanational were unaminously passed which can 

| be regarded as a program of action. 
RE They deal with general principles, 

e e with the problems of the refugee as 
Refugees and Loeal Residents Cooperating | worker and employee, with the needs 

. of the refugee entrepreneur, with the 
Many communities have discovered, jewelry industry which has resumed scope for settlement of refugees on 

through mutual cooperation, that production in Bayreuth, and the the land, with the planning of new 
refugees and local residents can live Schoenbach violin makers that have industries and with the housing of 

together to the advantage ofeveryone recently reestablished themselves in refugees. The need for a fairer 
concerned, Mr. Clarence M. Bolds, Erlangen and the vicinity of Garmisch. distribution of the national income is 

deputy state director of OMG Bava- Mr. Bolds pointed out that establish- ©™phasized, particularly with regard 
ria, recently told a radio audience. . . . to the unequal financial burden from 

Mr. Bolde ci : ed Bavarian firms were also begin- q 
r. Bolds cited as one example the :; t ation refugee relief in the various states. k " _ ning to seek new locations near 

_wor accomplished by the citizens of workers living in rural areas. It is true that some of the con- 
Dienburg in the county of Nabburg, "0 | 1 Les : troversial issues are not dealt with 

in alleviating the housing situation | ne example of this is the new in this program and that some of 
for 400 refugees. As a result of a pranch oF re nem ens and Senacren the measures suggested are open to 
town meeting, a delegation was elect- 4 ° a waich 1s now ocated in criticism, but here is an _ earnest 
ed to appeal to pertinent ministries M Rolie Da oa in Regensoue attempt to find a way out of the 
in Munich for building funds. They nh \ t Sal 4 1S" expected tha present deadlock, The conference 
returned to Dienburg with DM 15,000 i i u pre uc th 1s peeves ie delegates expressed their doubt 
($4,500) which, supplemented by i he og . oe an’ peop whether Germany could ever solve 
voluntary contributions raised at Wi D© employed. her refugee problem without finan- 
subsequent town meetings, enabled Mr. Bolds told his listeners that ja] support from abroad. Obviously 
them to build attractive barracks for living in a country disorganized after Germany's participation in the 
refugees living in Dienburg, a disastrous war was undeniably dif- European Recovery Program has 

During the course of a town meet- ficult for refugees and Bavarians alike. made this task much easier and it 

ing in Bad Aibling DM _ 700,000 "However you people of Bavaria may be possible to earmark some of 
($210,000) were taised among the and you refugees must perforce live the counterpart funds for constructive 

citizens present to finance a refugee together,” the deputy director said. refugee aid. 
building program sponsored by the ''Therefore, isn't it common sense to The condition of success, however, 

local bank. | strive to eliminate the unproductive is that the two opposing groups, old 
Since refugees and bombed-out’ disunity for all? And one of the best citizens and refugees, unite in a con- 

Bavarians now living in rural areas ways to achieve both practical and certed effort to close the rift which 

cannot move nearer industrial jobs, spiritual harmony is through the co- they have allowed to develop. The 

such jobs must go to them,’ Mr.Bolds operation of good _ neighborliness. Frankfurt Conference was only a first 
explained. ‘In fact, many world Such cooperation is a two-way thing step in this direction, but if its 

famous industries wanting to re- that will mean better living for all resolutions are followed by cor- 
establish in Bavaria have already concerned because people who are responding deeds, Germany's refugee 

sought locations in non—industrial decently housed and gainfully employ- problem will become manageable and 

areas near idle workers.” ed will make both financial and at that stage it might be easier to 
Typical examples of this trend cited cultural contributions to community get financial support from abroad. 

were Gablonz, the glass and costume life,” + END 
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(Continued from page 10) : ae | Another method which German 

Haus Schwalbach | | | Translation Payments publishers have been utilizing _to 

: | | Military Government has established obtain copyrights and_ translation 
_ Thus Haus Schwalbach which was policy and procedures governing rights to foreign publications is their 
conceived in March 1948, born in Deutsche-mark payments by German purchase through funds allocated by: 

February 1949 and dedicated in June publishers for foreign translation the Joint Export-Import Agency 

1949, is well along in its program. rights. With the reestablishment of (JEIA). The actual purchases are made 
Its activities already accomplished or prewar contacts between US and Ger- by a committee composed of repre-. 

planned are these: ~ man publishers, many of the latter sentatives of the state ministries of 

June are acting on their own initiative to _ education, bizonal financial authorities, 

12—15: Zone Youth Leaders, 30 persons acquire translation rights to US titles, and western German Pan lishers. ted 
attending : , independent of Military Government's To date, this met 0 as resulte 

16—17: Parent Education, 35. | 7 : in purchase amounting to $5,000. 
17—19: Adult Education Directors, 35. program, : Both the individual purchases by Ger- 
24: Board of Directors, 40. Such activity is encouraged by US man publishers and the use of JEIA 
25: Board of Directors and Special Guests, 65. occupation authorities, provided that funds are favored by Military Gov- 
26: Dedication Exercises, 250, foreign publishers are aware that all ernment as independent German 
July Deutsche mark payments resulting efforts that might eventually replace 

4—11: Adult Education, 35. from such purchases must be de- services now _ provided by the 
16—17: Trizonal Sports Leaders, 25. posited in blocked mark accounts sub- occupation power. — From Military 

30. History Teachers, 6 ject to foreign currency restrictions. Governor's Monthly Report No. 46. 

30—31; Wiesbaden Women's Club, 64. 

August C L e l | 

3—5: Zone Adult Education, 20. | 

6—7: CAD Scholars to US, 25. | Power Urged for ounty esis atures 

BEN Civic Education, 30. Greater authority for county legis- “Under the parliamentary system 16—19: Visual Education, 80. . : 
20-21: Newspaper Editors, 45. latures in controlling local govern- by which local government is estab- 

20—21: Zone Youth Leaders, 50. ment according to the will of the lished in Germany, the chief author- 
22—26: County Youth Supervisors, 50. people was urged by Mr. Clarence ity remains in the local legislature 

28—5: Community Music, 45. M, Bolds, deputy state director, OMG which is the Kreistag,"” Mr. Bolds 

30—1: In-Service Training, 40, | Bavaria, in addressing the annual declared. “If members of the Kreis- 
30: Religious Leaders, 25. spring meeting at Regensburg of the tag delegate legislative functions to 
September Union of Bavarian Counties, a civic the chief executive, they are giving 
6é—7: Zone Women Leaders, 25. organization of county legislators and away part of their authority and 
7—9: Conference Ministry of Culture, 45. = rricials, shirking their responsibilities to the 
7—10: Wiesbaden District Youth Super- . - . eople." 

visors, 50. “Each Kreistag (county legislature) P©°P . | 
10—12: Western Germany Adult Education represents the will of the people in One function which should be the 

Leaders, 25. its respective county,” Mr. Bolds responsibility of the county legis- 
‘316: Adult Education and Work Shop, 45. = qacjared. It must establish the general lature is the supervision of the ad- 

{922: Darmstadt District Youth Supervisors, 0, Policies under which the Landrat ministration of towns and com- 
29—1: Schluechtern Plan, 40. (county executive) and all his ex- munities, currently exercised by the 
25—27: Vocational Education Leaders, 50. ecutive oficials will operate. This does county executive, he said. This 

27—-29: Home Economic Leaders, 50. not mean that the Kreistag must de- arrangement would clearly establish 
October termine every action to be taken the authority of the legislature and 

3—6: Kassel District Youth Supervisors, 50. locally. But through ts legislation it do away with any tendency for ut 
3—8: Kindergarten Leaders, 40. should provide the Landrat with gen- to be a rubber stamp to the Landrat’s 
10—14: Adult Education, 30, eral imstructions for handling of all actions. | 
10—i4: Elementary Education, 50. local problems.” He said that it was understandable 
16—22: Camp Leaders, 50. He referred to the current local that many rural delegates opposed 
23—30: Camp Leaders, 50. government system in Bavaria in more frequent meetings of the legis- 
oa Adult Education, 30. | which many state functions which lature because they were reluctant 
—4: School Feeding Program, 50. : must be implemented on county level to leave their work. | 
ee nan Leaders. 50. are delegated directly to. the county “But if citizens are to be elected 
1416. Welfare Women, 100, executive. It is the opinion of Mili- to office they must accept the 

21—25: Rural Adult Education, 35. tary Government that such functions responsibility of that office,” he com- 
12—16: Arts in Adult Education, 35. _ Should be delegated to the county mented. “Every elected official today 

+END legislatures and they, as represent- should realize that his service to the 
-_-__ atives of the people, should instruct people will be more demanding and 

| | the executive in implementation of more difficult than in normal times. 
Food-Processing at High Level — these functions. | However, he may also have the satis- 

The improving food situation since This situation is now under study faction of knowing that he is con- 
monetary reform has increased the by the Bavarian government pre-_ structing the foundations for a new 
demand for food-processing machinery, paratory to proposing new legislation way of life which will insure peace 

and the industry is now operating at to the state parliament on local gov- and freedom for himself and his 
85 percent of the 1936 level. ernment. descendants." 
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(Continued from page 4) , May be said to have begun. Military The Total Registrants figure of 
Federal Election Results | Government has restored the pro- 13,199,778 represents an increase of 

cesses of democratic self-government 133,391 over the Jan. 1 total. Thus, 
the Western Powers are never worse in Western Germany. Now it is up to the average number of new regis- 

_ than they are today,’ the CDU chief the Germans to defend and maintain trations: for the period was 22,232 
remarked in a speech that “a nation it. The forces of nationalism and mili- per month. : 
like the German which occupies one tarism have been scotched, but they Of the 946,960 trials completed by 
of the top places in human history are by no means dead as the recent the tribunals, 928,705 or 98.1 percent 
has a right to feel nationalist.’ emergence to the political arena of were legally and finally valid. 

It would also be a profound mistake ‘SUC sinister figures as Joachim von The backlog of retirals increased 
for the outside world to assume that ©Stau, the founder of the ultra-natio- During the six months 2,368 retirals 
the German demands for the end of nalist Union of Independent Ger- period by 11,394 cases. | 

dismantling were simply a bit of mans” at Bad Godesberg in June, and © Total Appeals Received to Date . 91,042 : 

electioneering oratory and would be German Party leader Remer shows. Appeals Not Accepted for Decision 
forgotten as soon as the election was The democratic parties who are com- or withdrawn . . . «© . « « 12,507 
over. On this point those two arch Mitte to the task of making the Bonn Appea's Adjudicated . . . . . . ee 
political foes, Schumacher and Aden- Basic Law a success would do well Appeals Pending ..... . . 6,758 

- auer, are in agreement. Both of them [t© remember that the Weimar Republic This represents a reduction of 

have served notice that they mean to ‘[€ll because its leaders forgot the 63 percent from the Jan. 1, 1949 
carry on the struggle against dismant-. ancient maxim th at eternal vigilance backlog of 18,152 Ol 
ling even after the election has gone * the price of liberty. +END The backlog of retriale increased 
into the record books. | ee during the period to 1,840, an increase 
enough the womens vote Prob. of 1,037 cases over the Jan. 1, backlog. 

ably tippe e election scales in a "es . . i i 
favor of the CDU/CSU, not many of Heute" is Leading Magazine were vordered and. only “T331 wore 
the sex were elected to the Bundes- —_ Results of a study by the MG Opin- adjudicated : 

_ tag. Of the 402 deputies, only 26 are on Surveys Unit of Heute readers in The findings of cases completed by 
women. Of these 12 belong to the all cities of more than 100,000 popula- June 30 is as follows: 
SPD, 10 to the CDU/CSU, while the tion in the US-occupied area show Maior Offend 1635 
Center Party elected two and the KPD _ that the official picture-and-text ma- Offenders Bot 965 
and the German Party one each. North gazine has doubled its number of Lesser Offenders . ... . . . 106,200 
Rhine-Westphalia with ten returned readers during the past two years and Followers . . . . . «© + + « « 483,598 

the largest delegation of ‘women of has retained its position as the most Tate Rented 3 ta 
gation is widely read magazine in the US area. Totel . 2... 4. 1 es « 946,960 

Mrs. Helene Wessel who is the first According to the study, 32 percent of 
eed in Berman poutical uistory to those questioned in the large cities OO 
ead a party into the election battle. .j i . 
Her Center Party which elected only rea reute in 1947, 16 percent claimed Price-Fixing Stopped 
ten delegates (all of them in North In the course of an investigation of 

Rhine-Westphalia) did not fare too —— the Salamander A.G., large shoe fac- 
well in the poll. | tory near Stuttgart, the US Element of 

Three of the principal party leaders, (Continued from page 19) the Bipartite Decartelization Commis- 
Dr. Schumacher (SPD), Dr. Adenauer Denazification Summary sion discovered that the Ministry of 
(CDU), and Heinrich Hellwege (DP) May 1, 1948. It ca 3 blv be Economics for Wuerttemberg-Baden 

were elected directly. Four others got acoum ed that the 0 ve woul ih had specifically authorized the lan- 
in through the Reserve List, namely ‘vb di se a ot “he hove guage contained in the company's 
Max Reimann (KPD), Theodor Heuss easly deen isposed (Of, ad there standard contract covering relations 

(FDP), Mrs. Wessel (Center), Josef been no new registrations. with its distributors which required 
Baumgartner (BP), and Alfred Loritz Of the 932,419 trials completed by the fixing of minimum resale prices. 
(WAV). the tribunals, 899,614 or 96.5 percent — This matter was brought to the atten- 
Notable politicians who won their Were legally and finally valid by tion of the Ministry of Economics, 

way into the Bundestag by direct Dec. 31, which immediately directedSalamander _ 
election include . Professor Erhard B* THE END of last June the to delate the language in question. 

» (CDU), Carlo Schmid (SPD), Dr. Her- backlog of cases had been redu- 
mann Puender (CDU), chairman of the ced to 8,372, only one-tenth of one OO | 
erman Executive Committee in the sus 

Bizonal Administration; Jakob Kaiser registered mee “he law ee This Returned Art on Exhibit 
(CDU), Fritz Schaeffer (CSU), Martin represented a reduction for the first The major exhibition of the year 
August Euler (FDP), Erich Ollenhauer, ciy months of 1949 of 13,283 cases or  a@zanged by Military Government 1s 
deputy leader of the SPD; Franz Holz- 1 3 percent from the Jan. 1 backlog at the Wiesbaden Collecting Point 
apfel, deputy leader of the FDP; Erwin  o¢ 91 655. a J where the entire collection of 202 
Schoettle, SPD leader in the Economic Total Re istrant 13,199.78 paintings belonging to the Kaiser 

Council, and Eugen Gerstenmaier, Not Chargeable “Cases to, 9,754,716 Friedrich Museum in Berlin and now 

noted head of the Evangelical Aid Total Chargeable Cases. . . . . 3,445,062 returned to Germany after three and 

Society. Haatgeable cases rompleted os 3150" a half years in America was placed on 
With the election of the Bundestag, Trials Completed one ‘946,960 View. The exhibition continues until 

the battle for democracy in Germany Chargeable Cases to be Completed 8,372 October. | 
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. oo military or paramilitary organizations, which | QO { {7  @ I N t e : properties are presently being. used for oc- oo I Cc l a oO l ce S cupation purposes, and which, except for such 
. uses, would have been transferred to dem- 

- ocratic organizations pursuant to Article II 
a of Control Council Directive No. 50 or to the EE EE TE NIE LAT I A aD Rinse ella tii RNS teses iittala cea A REAARUNE AACA TORENT TONNER . 

respective state governments’ pursuant to 
. Articles III or V of said Directive, shall, 

Austrian Command result in removal of the baggage from the without further delay, be transferred to such 
D f the A d train and an official report by the customs democratic organizations or to the respective 

ther she Pag consi dered “olan cf : creating a officials against the traveler. — From EUCOM state | governments in the same manner in . _ cre Weekly Directive No. 29, whic ifie to similar properties, not use separate army command in Austria has now for occupation purposes, was transferred . been approved and placed into effect. : . under Control C il Directiv Since Lt. Gen. Geoffrey Keyes has been Check of Entry Permits Existing requisitions o will remain. in Glfect 
Man McCloy et bene aia and on Military post commanders and/or civilian under the same conditions prevailing at the 
mrs g - personnel officers, and PCIRO administrative time of transfer of title. — 

deemed necessary Tor" ise cricandement officers are directed to inspect and to amend Documents transferring title to such property ; . . , nes the validity date of each military entry permit ai contain a statement to the effec a 
oe ctate Demme eS ee relation o of all persons under their administrative sucn transfer shall ie in any vy. interfere 
ho A P Parts jurisdiction who leave Germany permanently With or prejudice the continued use of the 

the Amy. . upon termination of employment contracts or Property for occupation purposes, in ac- _ The approximately 9,000 military personnel versea tours of service. This date will cordance with present practices, The doc- 
in Austria wa constitute a command separate correspon d with the date ‘on which . these uments transferring title shall also contain 
rom e European omman cept r : a st t T i j certain logistical and administrative support, persons ae any tom Germany, alvowing to the following toseryatinns: . made subject 
The principal change in the statute of the sullicien . 1. The occupation authorities retain the 
Austrian Command. with respect to the point of exit, not exceeding 30 days from the right to remove (at' any time during ‘the use 
European Command is that in purely military date of departure from the home station. f° the property for occupation purposes) 
matters General Keyes will deal directly From EUCOM Weekly Directive No. 28.. structures, fixtures, and other improvements, with the Joint Chiefs of Staff. — From or movable property, erected upon, attached 
EUCOM announcement. | Removal of Censorship Restrictions — to, or brought on to the property at any | 

: : _. ime after the date of requisition of suc Uniformity of Travel Orders The tripartite Provisional Posts and Tele- property by the occupation. authorities; and 
: communications Commission (PROCOM) has 2. No claim shall arise in favor of the Specimen copies of Travel Orders (attached agreed to the removal of all restrictions on transferee, its successors or assigns, for loss 
as annexes to letter) are to be used as German civil postal and telecommunications of op injury to, the transferred property 

mode's for the preparation er travel orders services which were imposed for purposes resulting from acts of the occupation issued under delegated authority in com- of censorship. authorities, or from their failure to act, at pliance with current travel regulations and Implementation of the agreement will make any time during the use of the property for 
policies. | uniform in the Western occupied areas, occupation purposes.—From OMGUS letter Strict adherence to the form and contents including western Berlin, a. censorship AG 014.1 (BA), July 12, of these specimen Travel Orders is directed relaxation effected in. the US Zone on Materials for Trade Fai in order to insure uniformity of travel orders Oct. 15, 1947. _ irs 
issued by all elements of OMGUS command Not affected by the agreement are restrictions A revised procedure covering the dis- and to eliminate the wide range of dis- and limitations which were imposed for patch of commercial samples, specimens, ad- 
crepancies being brought to the attention of  oiner than censorship reasons, such as those vertising material and exhibits for trade 
OMGUS headquarters. lati designed to avoid excessive hard currency fairs, effective Aug. 1, was published by the 

t is directed that current regulations <Gutpayments for international service settle- | Joint Export Import Agency. 
ooatricted. vas b clearance of i ave h inte ments. The types of regulations which will Under the new procedure, outlined in . 
that ¢ oh travel e duet Y comp ay Wee an be rescinded by the tripartite action are those revision No. 1 ° of JEIA Instruction 22, a 
obtained ravel orders indicate the clearance requiring that originators furnish information special tee nn lee wah tonget required. . issi ipments o ith a v n 1, For travel into Berlin, EUCOM cable not normally needed for the transmission of ore than 50. Deutsche marks orequis N 
SC-21407, dated May 17, 1949, is quoted in messages or completion of telephone calls. — | 4 _Tequire no 

part as follows: co _ From Joint US-UK-French announcement. accordance with, JEIA ‘instrectan te asia “Prior to issuance of orders commanders . regulation for exports. Such sam les no will insure that arrangements for accom: Deactivation of CAD, SSUSA longer need be returned and there is no 
modation have been made in accordance wi bligation on the consignee for payment. : . . Cable WCL 29747, Department of the Army, oblig 1 . g pay . 
Fares, Oven heccrse eet yiis ba. 1948. Clear- 96 July 1949 (AGC IN 35822) is quoted below Samples with a value of more than DM 50 

‘i Fy Mii for the information and guidance of all Will also be exported in accordance with Visitors Bureau, Berlin Military Post, tele- concerned Instruction 1 and will. require approval of 
h 43893. : i ied b ; eo i ini ; Russian translation.” Effective 15 July 49 CAD, SSUSA (Civil the state economics “ministry (Landeswirt. 
All personnel traveling to Berlin on leave — Affairs Division, Special pratt US Army), was be returned or ‘paid for. P However, the 

status will be in possession of letter of deactivated. Remaining functions were “th ministry may permit samples valued at more. authority as indicated in annex with clear- ferred to Office Assistant Secretary of the than DM 50 to be sent free 
ance number indicated thereon. Army and future CA/MG cable traffic should No documents or approval is required for . of : ationals i be addressed to SAOAS.''— From OMGUS PP eduired 70 2. Travel of all German nationals into . q 02 (AG) July 28 samples of no commercial value. 
Berlin requires prior clearance from_ this letter AG 322 (AG) July 28. Shipments of samples of items prohibited headquarters. Such clearance will be obtained | oe from export under MG regulations are pro- 
BY weletype communication Nittontie aravel Removal of Movement Ban hibited, and samples dispatched to countries 

vance ‘of proposed travel Clearance number British Military Government has decided for whic nO ETA eaports require advance 
will be indicated on Travel Orders issued— that, effective Aug.1, all restrictions were ce tificate oy approval. e ‘Covere by a 

From OMGUS letter, AG 300.4 (AG), Aug. 5. lted ‘within the Bon pon ccmzetge Samples “are limited to items which re . . ' present potenti export sales and shippers 
International Frontier Control German armed forces. ah a: must be engaged as part of their normal Details of the measures to be withdrawn business in selling the product hich th 

Amendment No. 2 to MG Law No. 17, ‘‘Inter- were communicated to the German police sam les advertise go. Products waiic © 
national Frontier Control,” effective Aug. 8, who were in a position to give guidance to NS import license is required for bona fide _ 
1949, throughout the US Zone: persons affected. trade samples imported into Germany.—From 1. Adds Griessen on the US Zone/Austrian It is emphasized that former members of JEIA announcement oO 
border as an authorized highway and railway the German armed forces are no_ longer ™ : . . 
crossing point. 7 required to register with the police in. Audit of Occupation Costs 
exit pointes Bremen as a water entry and accordance with British MG notice ECO LSE) All accounts dealing with occupation -costs 

. . . , which was canceled. — rro and related mandatory expenditures which are pein _Deletes ‘Passau as a highway crossing announcement. _ paid from the bizonal or any state budget . 7 . . . shall be audited by the General Accounting 
borace ts sranighweay voreseine Zone/Austtian Transfer of Certain Nazi Properties Office in the Combined Economic Area. 7 A i I . . oye . . tions Im- Military Government may from time to time a arer a Fromi OMGUS letter AG 010.6 plow eine "MG Law No. suotmet Control issue regulations and instructions in imple- (CA), “Aug. 4. Council Directive No. 50 of June 29, 1947, nee a ei eme d to have becoy 

cti ides for the immediate transfer of title a 1 be de ecome _ Customs Inspection ov ertain properties of the former Nazi effective in the states of Bavaria, Bremen, Occupation personnel entering or leaving organizations. Title to these properties has Hesse and Wuerttemberg-Baden on April 1, any country are subject to the customs law not heretofore been transferred because the 1949.—- From MG Law No. 22, attached to 
of that country and customs inspection. Any properties are devoted to the uses of the OMGUS letter AG 010.6 (LD) July 29. — 
interference with an orderly inspection may occupation. The supplement reads: : (Continued on next page) 
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Withdrawal of Army Support 13 of Circular 2). This includes administrative 1. Communications. Cireul ile 

: real estate used’ in connection with the . Upon implementation of Circular 2, mil- q 

OMGUS nendenavtere EUG Oeepared aad ap. program. | itary postal and telecommunications services ‘ 

proved for the withdrawal of logistic support “"b. Real estate is provided to certain non- and facilities, including priorities and access a 

from certain categories of non-German persons military agencies as a cost of occupation to military telecommunications networks, q 

and agencies effective July 1, 1949 P Those subject to reimbursement to the US Army OT where involved, will be withdrawn but there a 

elements of ' logistic support’ which have Air Force in dollars for all support from US will be not break in service to the user. 4 

heretofore been provided by the Army and appropriated funds and occupation cost DM B. Upon implementation of Circular 2, inter- 4 

are now withdrawn will be provided Ly the funds (par 15 of Circular 2). national leased telecommunications circuits 4 

German economy c. Real estate including furnishings is provided by the Deutsche Post and inter. a 

The changes ‘in logistic support to be retained under military requisition for certain national postal, telegraph, and_ telephone q 

provided various categories of mon-German non-military agencies but payment or rent to services will be payable by the user in | 

persons and agencies are contained in the owner and the procurement and payment Deutsche marks in accordance with tariffs j 

EUCOM Circular No. 2, May 13, 1949, as of maintenance services and supplies, utilities applicable to German users and will be 4 
EUCON é . 2, Yy ' Ji and coal are, rn responsibility, of the utilizer provided in accordance with regulations 

, eqs paras an of Circular 2). governing provision o ese services to : 

readers Of ee UCOM. aca posts have ‘‘d, Real estate is not provided to certain German usefs. - 

implementation of the circular chat OMG non-military agencies (paras 12, 14, and 17 of 2. Transportation, 7 

ditectors are instructed to make C nta ct as Circular 2). A. Upon implementation of Circular 2; gas | 

soon as possible with post commanders in ©; Billets and quarters are: coupons will be sold to non-Germans by | 
their respective states rs work out a co- (1) Provided to certain non-military in- German foreign trade bank for foreign ex- i 

operative program for implementin the dividuals as a cost of occupation and at no change authorized by the Allied Bank Com- 

opera P g charge to the individual (paras 8, 9, 10, 11, mission. | travel within G hb 3 | 
gs an of Circular 2). . Rail travel within Germany wi e pai 4 

gtvan the Tellowing inctacions, have been (2) Provided to certain non-military in- for in Deutsche marks and will be in accor- ~ 

1. To take a census and prepare a roster dividuals as a cost of occupation subject to dance with all applicable tariffs available to | 

of Tesi dent persons and a oncies from whom reimbursement in dollars by the individuals German residents. Ms 

logistic support is to be ovithdrawn, and to (paras 14, 15, and 16 of Circular 2). C. Certification of travel or transport of r 

transmit copies of these rosters ‘to Land (3) Not provided to certain non-military goods under diplomatic immunity will be “ 

Directors for their guidance ingivieuals (paras 12 and 17 of Circular 2). 4 accomplished for the time being as it is at 

: a en an agency of the type mentione present. . va 

me Fo release to ihe German state govermors in subparagraph c above occupies real estate 3. Finance. : MS 
and agen cies no lon ew entitle d to ase Arm jointly with an agency of the US occupation A. Currency control regulations will apply ns 

or Ait Force pro ore Y forces, payment of a flat fee will be made to to resident and non-resident non-Germans in. +: 

3. To deregister automobiles of pers d the US Army or Air Force to cover a pro- Germany in accordance with directives of the =. 

agencies concerned through withd t val ane _ fated share of rent, maintenance, utilities | Allied Bank Commission. : 

collection of licenses g Tawai an and coal."’ B. Currency control books will be issued | 

4. To withdraw military teleph d tel _ B, Repair and maintenance of quarters and to non.Germans entitled to possess them by | 

communications services a P apidl and tele- facilities will be arranged between the oc- German Customs Control and German banks. ~ 

practicable . S fTapidiy as 18 cupant and the property owner or his re- 4, Food. | 

5. To arrange for the surrenderi d presentative. A. Special food ration cards designed for 

verting of militar avment rhticat con- C. Rent of the property will be paid by the non-German visitors who have been cleared 

appropriate Y pay certificates as occupant to the property owner or his re- by the Combined Travel Board and who are 

6. To arran e for the surrendering b presentative. entitled to possess them will be issued by the =~ 

persons affected of other v vit ering ¥ D. In the event that the occupant vacates German Food Offices. 

documents as they ‘‘clear the. sate eth the premises voluntarily or involuntarily, he B. Special imports of liquors and foods will : 

satisfaction for anew ited and unused 1 W will be provided quarters or facilities accord- be subject to the payment of custons duties, 

having a cash value in. milita Sov eent ed by German law. except where diplomatic privileges have been 

certificates to be settled at that Hm paymen E, After the expiration of one year from extended. Imports of cigarettes and tobacco 

7. Where necessar to” all ime. ficient the date of release of property by the oc- products will be restricted in accordance with 

latitude as to time of ‘mol e a ‘tot su tthe cupation authorities, unless vacated earlier, applicable MG and German laws and regu- 

plan to preclude undue A rdehiv ton 0 ti € the property will become subject to the Ger- lations. 

from locat conditi ardships resulting man governmental agencies empowered to On the basis of the above statement of 

MttOns, regulate assignment and utilization of’ build- policy and objective, state OMG directors 

Each OMG director is directed to issue the ings. are urged to guide and assist post commanders 
necessary instructions to the governors of 3. Utilities and Services, and state and local German authorities in 

the states to ensure that those phases of the A. Space heating, water, gas, sewage every way possible to effect a smooth tran- 

| plan which must be implemented by the state removal, garbage disposal, etc, will all be sition from Army to German support with 

governments are properly | carried out. Spe- accomplished by German agencies in the a minimum of inconvenience and hardship “ 

cifically, these instructions will cover the manner that these utilities and services are upon the persons and agencies affected. — “ 

following: provided in accordance with applicable law. From OMGUS directive AG 080 (CO), Aug. 10,0 
1. Registration of resident and non-resident 4. Transportation : : 

non-Germans from whom logistic support is to A. Non-German travelers who procure fuel . Housing Loan Ordinance : 

be withdrawn. | and lubricants with authorized foreign The Economic Council shall, within the US 

_ A. Persons in this category may engage in exchange will be issued Sunday driving Zone, have the power to provide in an ordin- 
business in the US Zone of Germany subject permits by the German Department of ance empowering the Reconstruction Loan’ | 

to approval of Military Government, Except Transport. Corporation to float a housing loan that such ~ 

as otherwise provided by Military Govern- B. Drivers’ licenses and permits will be loan shall be exempt: 

ment such persons will be subject themselves issued under German laws and subject to a. with respect to the capital amount of 

and their business activities to applicable inspection by German civil police at any time. the loan: 

German laws and regulations. 5. Finance, (1) from property tax, | . 

B. Thus such non-Germans will be required A. Deutsche-mark income from business (2) from death duties (inheritance tax) and 

to register with local German authorities transactions within the German economy ac- so from gift tax with regard to amounts 

including: _ c1uing to non-Germans will be subject to subscribed by the testator (donor) himself, . 

(a) The German police for identification German tax regulations, assessment, and (3) from trade capital tax; | 
documents, collection. mo b. with respect to interest: 

(b) The German Finance Office for de- 6. Future Rations and Restrictions in the (1) from income tax, : 
claration of taxable properties. German Economy. (2) from corporation tax, aa 

i (c) The German Housing Office for al- A. All non-Germans supported in the Ger- (3) from trade profit tax; mo 
ocation of permanent living space and for man economy will be permitted to have c. from the securities tax. 

possible transferring of permanent residence This order shall be deemed to have become 
nr , access to and to purchase goods in the same : ways . 

within Germany when desired, manner and to the same extent as permitted effective within the states of Bavaria, Bremen, _ 

(d) Such other German agencies under ap- by applicable German laws and regulations. Hesse and Wuerttemberg-Baden on May 1, | 

plicable laws and regulations. | 7. Displaced Persons. OMSUS 1 From si Paw aattaciied to 

2. Tenure in present quarters and facilities. A. Nothing in this order applies to dis- ener ‘2 (LD), Aug. 11. 

oh Fora period or one year, unless vacated placed persons or is intended to qualify dis- Warning on Pet Shipments | 
' roperty reieased by tne oc- aced persons to assistance or privileges not : . : 

cupation authorities under provisions of this how otherwise provided. P 9 No animals may ie Shipped ey a te anhe 
order will be released to the appropriate state 8. Diplomatic Immunity. Sinited States ‘without a special permit from 
governors encumbered, however, by the re- A. Foreign representations will be granted the Department of Agriculture, except dogs 

quirement that German living space, use, and the privileges and immunities customarily ac- and cats that have been vaccinated against 

occupancy administration and regulations such corded such representations by diplomatic rabies and certified free from communicable 

as enforced at present through the Housing usage and international protocol. These will diseases. ) 

Office (Wohnungsamt) will not apply for the be set forth in a separate letter to the field Illegally-shipped animals are destroyed — 

period of provisional release. The following devoted exclusively to this subject. when they arrive in the United States by | 
additional provisions are ‘quoted from EUCOM Summarized below for your information are representatives of the Bureau of Animal In- 

Circular 37, 1949 (revised). the agreed arrangements in these fields of dustry. Such shipments not only violate 

“a. Real estate is provided to certain non- logistic support which will be the primary existing regulations, but endanger American 

military agencies as a cost of occupation at responsibility of multizonal rather than’ state livestock by the possible introduction of dis- 

no charge to the agency (paras 9, 10, 11, and German authorities: eases. EUCOM owners of animals, other | 
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than dogs or cats, who wish to send their with the provost marshall arms registration 
pets home may request the special Depart- tag, to pass Customs inspection at whe. port . __ Invisible Exports 
ment of Agriculture permits through the of entry. — From EUCOM announcement. Prior JEIA approval is no longer required 
EUCOM, Medical Division, Attention: Veter- | for aocation ot foreign exchange fo a num- 
inar ranch, APO 403. — F : er of ‘‘invisible imports.'' In additi 
announcement. 0 From EUCOM New Customs Regulations will transfer its Micensiag: functions ae 

US Customs Group cautioned all members additional categories of such imports to the 
APO's of USAFE . of a Commons spon Forces. their cependents German Economics Administration (Verwal- 

“ : ve : . ore y e ccupation ung fuer irtschaft) an , 
stined oe MS) Army in the Wi es sub. Forces that they are subject to the customs agencies. A third Case of invisible aamearts 
ment of mail destined for USAFE APO's and ‘egulations and controls of whichever occu- will continue to be licensed by JEIA or 
originating within the theater, USAFE offi. Pation zone they enter or exit ‘sermany. Military Government for the present. 
ciais announced in Wiesbaden. The order is st ether Thi leave eal permanent change of Invisible imports are costs incurred in 
effective immediately. APO's affected by th US Mali new ruling 1s in accoraance foreign currencies not connnected with the 
the order are 57, 61-A, 147, 147-A, 207, 208  Prtton pc nilitary Government Law 1? and importation of physical goods, They include 
and 633. ircular bo. . es costs of travel of German businessmen 

Current customs regulations in the British abroad membership in foreign ec . 
Parcels for PW's in USSR Zone of Germany prohibit the export of  ¢iations. trade fair costs exnens 5 for G asso- 

Through the cooperation of the International 9004S such as cameras and other high-value shipping in foreign ports and similar e esos. 
Committee of the Red Cross, the German Bi- items unless they are voluntarily declared at The new procedure is outlined “in. JEIA 
zonal Department for Posts & Telecommun- the time of exit and the owner is in possess- Instruction No 31, effectiv wAUg 20. I a 
ications is now accepting parcels addressed ion of documentary proof as to legal acqui- plies to the US. ‘UK ak neh . it ap- 

to German prisoners of war held in the So- sition, which must be produced. Germany and the US UK irr Zones of 
viet Union. This service is limited to parcels In this connection it is pointed out that 6+ Berlin and establish the si lifted evaters 
containing food, clothes and other articles of Under British Military Government Ordinance == under which ft ign xd ce ill te 
vital necessity, with the weight restricted Nr. 56, it is prohibited for occupation per- availabl The G exchange will be made 
to 4.4. pounds. Parcels addressed to these sonnel to buy from the German economy = jJinig i. ae erman Economics Ad- 
prisoners of war will be forwarded to the Certain listed articles, including cameras, or pout L. . in coordination with the Bank 

Red Cross in Geneva, Switzerland, and refor- any goods valued at more than DM 250. nd othe aender (Bank of German States) 
warded free of additional postage by them to Allied occupation personnel wishing to ex- out otner | German. agencies will issue cir- 
the addressee. — From Military Government port or transport cameras or other high-value 4, aaatilsgatien etailed instructions regarding 
Semi-Monthly Report No. 118. items from or through the British Zone of Union te of these funds. 

Germany will need to have with them either: ai eB e new plan, the Central Com- 
Land Reform Programs A PX sales slip showing legal EES purchase; La ve udget Office of the Bank Deutscher 

A broader application of land reform pro- A sales slip or sales document showing badaet will supervise the utilization of 

grams in US Zone states will now be possible legal purchases from a German shop or I amounts of invisible imports, : 
under the provisions of a new amendment to German factory, if bought in the US Zone; m sible. case, the applicant will be 
General License Number 9, pursuant to MG A certificate from an army commanding ceesity efor proving the economic ne- 
Law 52. the Property Group of OMGUS (Ber- officer or responsible ranking Military Gov- C*SSIty of the invisible import. 

lin) announced. ernment officer to the effect that the items Payment for the invisible import, like all 

General License 9, as originally promul- being exported were legally acquired as per- other imports, will be made to a Foreign 
gated by Military Government, permitted Sonal property and will be declared as such. Exchange Bank (Aussenhandelsbank) in 
settlement activities to be carried out under High-value articles brought into Germany Deutsche marks, at the rate of DM 1 equals 

the German ‘‘Law for the Procurement of must be declared at the point of centry. To 30 cents. co . 

Land for Settlement and Land Reform,’ which facilitate export at a later date, customs The three categories of tthe invisible imports 
will be applicable only in the three larger authorities should be requested to record them _ follow: 
states of the US Zone and not in the state on the travelers documents or furnish a cer- 1, Imports which do not require prior 

of Bremen or the US Sector of Berlin. tificate of import. — From BICO announce- approval: Advertising; commercial infor- 

The new amendment permits the Reich ment. agente | subiect te TES foreign commercial 

Settlement Law of 191 " i : : tO vt nstruction No. 16; 
settlement legislation” io be applied in vanid Adjustment of War Burdens expenses for registration and maintenance of 

to carry out smali settlement projects, sub- The Economic Council shall, within the new patents, copyrights, trademarks and 

sistence homestead programs for industrial US Zone, have the power to adopt and designs subject’ to JEIA Instruction No. 24; 
workers, and other part-time and farm settle- enact an Ordinance for the temporary ad- laimis up to $520 arising from exports and 
ment projects. justment of burdens resulting from the war, imports; certain transport costs; costs of 

The amendment also extends the license for the fiscal year 1949. This order shall be services and supplies for external imland 
. to include legislation which is in effect in deemed to have become effective on March 31, water transport; expenses for fishing vessels 

Bremen and the US Sector of Berlin. 1949, within the states of Bavaria, Bremen $1000! costs of repairs to machinery up to 
Hesse and Wuerttemberg-Baden. — rom 000. 

Weapons Control Revisions Order No. 11, attached to OMGUS letter, 2. Imports which require JEIA or Military 
All fire arms, privately owned in EUCOM, AG 010.6 (LD), Aug. 11. Government approval: Costs of official travel; 

must be registered by serial number with . ° lawyers flees and costs of lawsuits abroad; 
the Provost Marshal, EUCOM. Restitution Claim Transactions expenses connected with claims other than 

The new ruling supersedes all systems of A General License is granted under Article IT those ding $4207" exports and imports and 
weapons identification and registration previ- of MG Law No.52 (amended) and Article! OT ing e | 

ously in force and applies to all occupation of MG Law No.53, authorizing all trans- wy mports which require Verwaltung fuer 
personnel in the US controlled areas of Ger- actions within Germany in connection with irtschaft, Bank Deutscher Laender or other 

many, regardless of status or branch of any claim for restitution filed pursuant to aerman governmental agency approval: costs 
service. and within the scope of MG Law No. 59, o ientine eat travel; costs of travel for 

The EUCOM announcement pointed out that provided that: - econo mic “ niset ons pomtical and similar non- 
m , | oe oo : ions; s for i 
factory mdentificetion end that’ we not sais 1. The transaction is necessary and incidental tourism, trade fair costs; fittage poten of 

ing was issued in the interest of uniformity to the filing, prosecution, defense, waiver, bunker agents abroad; payment for correspond- 
and for the protection of authorized owners. settlement or final adjudication of such ents abroad; fees for experts and _ tech- 
In the past, individuals were open to sus- a claim. oo nicians; membership fees in foreign economic 
picion if they were registered owners of 2. The claim for restitution Is filed on prganizations and ees for Services rendered 
weapons of identical description and with behalf of a persecuted person or his heir or by them; trade union membership; royalties 

the same model number fire arms involved _legatee. . . for patents, copyrights, trademarks and 
in incidents. 3. The claim for restitution is not based on  esigns, payment for blueprints, etc; security, 

If custom made or modified weapons. do  an_assignment. guaranty and tender bonds; costs connected 
not bear serial numbers, owners are_re- This General License does not authorize: with legal assistance and routine judicial 
quired to have the last four digits of their 1. The debit to any account blocked pur- ocumentation with other countries; charters, 
armed service serial number or AGO identifi- suant to MG Law No. 52, unless the account and freights in maritime traffic other than 
cation number stamped on a permanent part is in the name of “and is owned by a on liner berth terms; freights, charters and 

of the weapon and notify their post Registra: necessary party to the restitution proceeding towage charges in external IWT traffic | 
tion Office of the number. Individuals owning and such debit is for the payment of the pertaining to full barge loads; transport 

‘more than one weapon must add a different necessary obligations of such sparty arising Costs connected with employment of foreign 
letter of the alphabet to the four digit number I Y obliga E IWT craft in internal German trade; general 
on each weapon. in connection with such proceeding. maritime shipping costs such as pilots fees 

A ‘‘transport permit’? is required if the 2. The transfer or assignment of title to amy towage and port charges, etc.; requirements 
owner is transferred in a permanent change property, including funds, located outside of ships abroad in maritime traffic; salvage 
of station. Post Registration Offices issue Germany. | costs. 
such permits, valid for 30 days, and the 3. The transfer or delivery to any person Foreign exchange funds under the new in- 
weapon must be registered within that time | other than the claimant or his agent, of any struction will not: be available in connection 

at the owner's new station or a delinquency — restituted property. with imports procured under JEIA Instruction 
report will be forwarded from Central Weap- 4, The export of any property from the No, 29 procedure, as the foreign exchange 
ons Registry, EUCOM, to the post com- US Zone of Occupation in Germany, including requirements necessary to place such imports 

mander. ; , , Bremen. ' at German port or border are included in the 
Fire arms included in baggage of personnel This General License shall become effective amount of foreign exchange allocated. for the 

returning to the United States, as well as on July 29, 1949.—- From MG General License purchase of such imports, — From JEIA an- 

weapons shipped separately, must be affixed No. 10 as amended. nouncement. | 
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Reeulations, Directi Publications, D ou » Directives, Fublications, Vocuments 
Communications (Quarterly Review), MG Control of Property,“ also known as General Berlin Press Review, No. 189, OMGBS, 

Report, No. 45, OMGUS, 31 March 1949. License No. 13 Issued Pursuant to MG Law 15 Aug. 1949, © 
- Report for the Month of June, JEIA, June No. 53, ‘Foreign Exchange Control,’’ AG Legislation for Monetary Reform, AG 010.6 
1949, ; ; 010.6 (IS), OMGUS, 10 Aug. 1949, (FA), OMGUS (Berlin), 15 Aug. 1949. 

Station List of Organizations in the Legal Gazette (Oeffentlichher Anzeiger) of Signature for Travel Authorizations, AG 
European Command, AG 319.26 AGU, Hd the Combined Economic Area Issue No. 68 300.4 (AG), OMGUS (Berlin), 15 Aug. 1949. _ 
EUCOM, 15 July 1949. dated 9 August 1949, BICO/GL(49)190, BICO, Maintenance Grants for Ex-Members oi the 
On ccGIBne oy" ye some No. 199, 10 Aug. 1949. : German Armed Forces, AG 091.711 (CA), 

Thirtooat . =f ye io. the Public Adviso Withdrawal of Army Logistic Support from OMGUS (Berlin), 15 Aug. 1949. 
rtreen epor r er isory Certain Categories of Non-German Persons Customs Control of Group Movements of 

Board, ECA Washington, 20 July 1949. and Agencies, AG 080(CO), OMGUS (Berlin), IRO Mandated Refugees and Displaced Per- Berlin Press Review, No. 174, OMGBS, 10 Aug. 1949. werug P 
28 July 1949. . . : sons, AG 014.391 (EA), OMGUS (Berlin), 
Bi Y it Food, Aaricult a F t German Economic Press Review, No. 201, 15 Aug. 1949. 

Paolo Bane Ma ed a tei aad COA, CCG(BE), 10 Aug. 1949. Berlin Press Review, No, 190, OMGBS, 
Group Weekly Report, No. 54, 30 July 1949. Order No. 11 Pursuant to Article II (5) 16 Aug. 1949. 
cpawae Be EeCOM Reports. rn 230,437 of MG Proclamation No. 7, ‘’Bizonal Economic Treatment to be Accorded to Foreign Re- 

- 1 tig intst + ? y a . AG Administration,’ AG 010.6 (LD), OMGUS presentations Accredited to US Military. 
Combat Administrative Procedures, (Berlin), 11 Aug. 1949. Government under Proposed Plan of Logistic | 

230.437 GPA-AGO, Hq EUCOM, 31 July 1949. Order No. 10 Pursuant to Article III (5) of | Support, AG 091.31 (CO), OMGUS (Berlin), | 
You and Your America — New England, MG Proclamation No. 7, ‘“Bizonal Economic 16 Aug. 1949. | 

TI&E Bulletin, Vol. 4, No. 31, TI&E Office, | Administration,” AG 371.2 (LD), OMGUS Order No. 12. Pursuant to Article TI (5) . 
EUCOM, 31 July 1949. (Berlin), 11 Aug. 1949, of MG Proclamation No, 7, *’Bizonal Economic 
Monthly Newsletter, No. 12, JEIA Foreign Berlin Press Review, No. 186, OMGBS Administration," AG 010.6 (LD), OMGUS 

Trade Division, Bavaria, July 1949. 11 Aug. 1949. ‘ (Berlin), 16 Aug. 1949. 

CAD, OMGUS. 1 a we Germany, PAB, Weekly Publication Analysis, No. 183, ISD Order No. 13 Pursuant to Article III (5) of 
Berlin. Press. R view “No. 179, OMGBS OMGUS (Bad Nauheim), 11 Aug. 1949, MG Proclamation No. 7, ‘‘Bizonal Economic Ad- 
ern ess RE r INO. 1 Covers German newspapers and publications. ministration,“ AG 010.6 (LD), OMGUS (Berlin), 

* Awol General Inspections of Trans Gated up to Aug. 10. 16 Aug. 1949. a - ; . 

portation Compe ruck” Units (EY 050), AG ,,Uelln Press Review, No, 167, OMGBS, | Comments on, Implementation, of, Plan on 333.81 IGI-AGO, Hy EUCOM, 3 Aug. 1949. g- g pport u reular 41 
EUCOM Equi : : Regulation No. 2 Pursuant to MG Law 13 May 1949, as Revised, AG 091.31 (CO), 

quipment Modification Lists and No, 21. “Legal Effect of Notari - of | OMGUS (Berlin), 16 Aug. 1949 Tables of Allowances, AG 400.34 GOT-AGO + vl. “Leg ct of Notarial Acts o (Berlin), ug. ‘ 
Hq EUCOM, 3 Aug. 1949. ' a LD es 5 for German Affairs," AG Downgrading of Documents, AG 380.01 (AG), 

Berlin Press Review, No. 180, OMGBS ‘6 (LD), 12 Aug. 1949. OMGUS (Berlin), 16 Aug. 1949. 
4 Aug, 1949. . Economic Press Digest, No. 61, OMGUS Bavarian Law concerning the Press, of 
Bipartite Commerce and Industry Group P/O (Frankfurt), 12 Aug. 1949. 5 July 1949, AG 010.6(15), OMGUS (Berlin), 

Weekly Report, No. 55, PIO BICO, 5 Aug. German Employees of Offices and Divisions 17 Aug. 1949. 
1949. Covers week ending July 27. or Units Thereof Which Are Being Moved Heute (in German), No. 91, ISD OMGUS, 
Berlin Press Review, No. 181, OMGBS, to the Zone, OMGUS (Frankfurt), 13 Aug. 17 Aug. 1949. 

5 Aug. 1949. | 1949. Berlin Press Review, No. 191, OMGBS, 
Economic Press Digest, No, 60, OMGUS Civilian Personnel Memorandum — General 17 Aug. 1949, 

PIO (Frankfurt), 5 Aug. 1949. Order Placing OMGUS in a Staius. of Berlin Press Review, No. 192, OMGBS, 
Berlin Press Review, No. 182, OMGBS, Liquidation, HICOG (Frankfurt), 13 Aug. 1949. 18 Aug. 1949. 

6 Aug. 1949. | Berlin Press Review, No. 188, OMGBS, German Economic Press Review, No. 202, 
Social Security in the United States, TIZE 13 Aug, 1949. OEA, CCG(BE), 18 Aug. 1949. 

Bulletin, Vol. 4, No. 32, TI&E Office, EUCOM, | IRO Administrative Order, No. 151, AG 
7 Aug. 1949. 080 (CA), OMGUS (Berlin), 19 Aug. 1949. 

Berlin Press Review, No. 183, OMGBS, , Employers’ Associations in Western Ger- 
8 Aug. 1949. i - : . : many, Visiting Expert Series No. 9, Man- 

Berlin Press Review, No. 184, OMGBS, Copies of Instructions listed in power Div., OMGUS, August 1949. 
9 Aug. 1949. the Information Bulletin may be Die Amerikanische Rundschau (in German), 
owe rress Review, No. 185, OMGBS, obtained by writing directly to Vol. 5, No. 26, ISD OMGUS, August/Sep- 

ug. . - oe ge ‘tember 1949. 
General License No. 18 Issued Pursuant to the originating headquarters. _ Information Bulletin, No. 168, OMGUS 

MG Law No. 52 (Amended) ‘Blocking and . (Berlin), 23 Aug. 1949. 
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Renewal of GI-Term Insurance the rates to be paid on the new or renewed compensation, in German literary, radio and 

Holders of National Service Life Insurance five-year term policies. ‘ilm activities. | 
term policies who pay their premiums directly conn” Whose! sretniume are paid thrceoh Applications will divide into three cate- 

to the Veterans Administration must take monthly deductions from payrolls will be gories: . 
action to renew their policies before the pres. renewed automatically through an arrange- 1, Where no compensation is demanded. — 

ent eight year term expires, or they will lose ment between the: Veterans Administration 2. Where compensation is to be made by/ 
the insurance protection. | and the Army Finance Center at St. Louis payment in Deutsche marks. _ 

The renewal means that a second term Mo, (The latter is the agency responsible for 3. Where compensation is to be made in a 
policy will be issued the insured without paying such premiums to the Veterans form other than by payment in Deutsche marks. 
physical examination. The new term policy Administration.) Applications will be submitted to the Mili- 

will be for a five year period, and the pre- At the expiration of the present eight-year tary Post commander of the area in which 
miums will be figure at the age of the in- term, the Army Finance Center automatically the applicant is stationed or assigned, who 
sured at the time of renewal. = will increase the payment to agree with the will investigate the applicant and make such 
_For example, a soldier whose policy was new premium rate based on the present reports to the director, Information Services 
issued in September, 1941, and whose pre- attained age of the insured A notice then Division, OMGUS, as the director may request. 

miums are not now paid before the end of will be sent to the commanding officer of the All applications, whether or not compen- 
September, losses this protection. There is no insured, advising him to obtain a new allot- sation is to be made, will require the written 
“grace period’’ at the expiration of the first ment authorization to cover the new premium permission of the director, Information Ser- 

eight year term. If the policy is allowed to payments. — From EUCOM announcement vices, OMGUS. It is not intended at this 
lapse, an application for new insurance, 7 ° time to extend permission to US personnel in 
accompanied by a report of physical ex- . o__ege ‘German with entr ermits of limit 
amination, must be submitted. py German Intellectual Activities duration. granted for «compassionate reasons, 
Any person who has allowed his GI term In accordance with the general policy of touring or business reasons other than those 

insurance to lapse may initiate action to rein- accelerating the reestablishment of normal in connection with German literary, film and 
state his policy before the expiration of the cultural relations between Germany and the broadcasting activities. 
present eigt-year term, even if the insured United States, the decision has been made to Where compensation is to be made in @& 
is not now in military service. Reinstate- permit qualified US personnel to engage in form other than by payment in Deutsche marks 
ments may be effected by paying two back- German intellectual and entertainment activ- the director will grant such permission only 
premiums at the same rate formerly paid. A ities. . after a contract negotiated between the par- 
new physical examination is mandatory in the To implement this decision, Information ties concerned has been approved by JEIA. 
case of reinstatement of a policy. . Services Division, OMGUS, has been Where compensation is to be made by pay- 
Savings and life insurance officers in all designated as the agency authorized to issue ment in Deutsche marks such compensation 

EUCOM posts and organizations have the written ajuthorizations to US military and may be made under the authority of the 
Veteran’s Administration forms for renewal civilian personnel requesting written per- General License No. 18. — From OMGUS 
or reinstatement of policies, and can quote mission to participate, with or without. letter, AG 000.77 (IS), Aug. 12. 
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